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From DBloom at RichlandLibrary.com Tue Nov 7 05:04:54 2017
From: DBloom at RichlandLibrary.com (Bloom, Debra)
Date: Tue, 7 Nov 2017 10:04:54 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
In-Reply-To: <mailman.25551.1507841739.26990.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.25551.1507841739.26990.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<BN6PR08MB34269B526D0AC4F606252ED2DA510@BN6PR08MB3426.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>
Hi all,
Our library is located in Columbia, SC and we maintain a popular obituary
index<http://rlpro2.richlandlibrary.com/polaris/Search/default.aspx?
ctx=4.1033.0.0.6> that contains over one million records. It is the largest obit
index in South Carolina. We have an online request form that requires a payment of
$5.00 for a full text record to be scanned and emailed. We have a small department
and the fee is designed to control request not as a money maker.
Lately we have been receiving requests to waive our fee for various memorial sites.
We are generally very happy to fulfill these requests but they are getting more
frequent and time consuming. Does anyone have a "policy" for these types of
requests? Would you mind sharing it with us? We want to help worthy organizations
but are starting to feel overwhelmed by the number of requests.
Thanks for any advice.
Debbie Bloom
Walker Local and Family History Center Manager | Richland Library
1431 Assembly St. | Columbia, SC 29201
(p) 803.929.3402 |
www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com<http://www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com>

-

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171107/48290be1/
attachment.html>
From meganthelibrarian at gmail.com Tue Nov 7 08:04:43 2017
From: meganthelibrarian at gmail.com (Megan Lewis)
Date: Tue, 7 Nov 2017 08:04:43 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
In-Reply-To:
<BN6PR08MB34269B526D0AC4F606252ED2DA510@BN6PR08MB3426.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>
References: <mailman.25551.1507841739.26990.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<BN6PR08MB34269B526D0AC4F606252ED2DA510@BN6PR08MB3426.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAL768sWBx1cpc-ShTCLwgZ0GPuPUDE8Xqor=6fg4gwxic3F_nA@mail.gmail.com>
Dear Debbie,
Have you tried putting a limit on the number of free requests? Is the
issue one memorial site asking for multiple obituaries or many sites asking
for 1 or 2?
We don't charge for copies, but our limit is 15 pages. (I work for a
federal government institution. We used to charge for copies and realized
the accounting paperwork was costing us much more in staff time than the
money we were receiving.)
All the best,
Megan Lewis
Reference Librarian
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (but posting from my personal
account with my personal opinions)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171107/0532b95f/
attachment.html>
From youngm at stls.org Tue Nov 7 08:33:19 2017
From: youngm at stls.org (Maggie Young)
Date: Tue, 07 Nov 2017 08:33:19 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
Message-ID: <201711070833197.SM120601@MAIL>
I find it simpler to keep the fee as is. I don't waive fees because we always
get taken advantage of everytime we've tried it in the past.

Maggie Young
Genealogy and Local History Librarian
Steele Memorial Library
Chemung County Library District
http://www.ccld.lib.ny.us
P: (607)733-8603

F: (607)733-9176
E: youngm at stls.org
If there exists a problem, there exists a solution.
If there is no solution, then there is no problem.

---- Original Message ---From: "Bloom, Debra" DBloom at RichlandLibrary.com
Sent: 11/7/2017 5:05:16 AM
To: "genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu" genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees

Hi all,

Our library is located in Columbia, SC and we maintain a popular obituary index
that contains over one million records. It is the largest obit index in South
Carolina. We have an online request form that requires a payment of $5.00 for a
full text record to be scanned and emailed. We have a small department and the fee
is designed to control request not as a money maker.

Lately we have been receiving requests to waive our fee for various memorial
sites. We are generally very happy to fulfill these requests but they are getting
more frequent and time consuming. Does anyone have a "policy" for these types of
requests? Would you mind sharing it with us? We want to help worthy organizations
but are starting to feel overwhelmed by the number of requests.

Thanks for any advice.

Debbie Bloom

Walker Local and Family History Center Manager | Richland Library
1431 Assembly St. | Columbia, SC 29201
(p) 803.929.3402 |
www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171107/582b4d06/
attachment.html>
From mccartj at Halifax.CA Tue Nov 7 08:34:36 2017
From: mccartj at Halifax.CA (McCarthy, Joanne)
Date: Tue, 7 Nov 2017 13:34:36 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
In-Reply-To:
<BN6PR08MB34269B526D0AC4F606252ED2DA510@BN6PR08MB3426.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>
References: <mailman.25551.1507841739.26990.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>,
<BN6PR08MB34269B526D0AC4F606252ED2DA510@BN6PR08MB3426.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <1510061677861.13095@Halifax.CA>
We provide copies of newspaper obituaries free of charge, but the customer is
limited to 3 names per request. We have 2 delivery options: pick up at any branch
of the library, or if they live outside of the Halifax Regional Municipality (Nova

Scotia), we will mail them out Customers use our Ask a Librarian
<https://www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca/about/contact/ask-a-librarian.html> email.

Our turn around time is between 48 hours to one week, depending on staff
availability. We used to charge $5 as well, but came to the same conclusion - it
cost more in staff time to chase and process the payment.

This is a very popular service.

all the best
Joanne
Joanne McCarthy O'Leary
Local History and Genealogy Librarian
Halifax Central Library
5440 Spring Garden Road
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 1E9
902-490-5813 (phone)
902-490-5746 (fax)
www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca<https://webmail.halifax.ca/owa/redir.aspx?C=JAIfx0n00WRlXSI11CFNAXWFTbMIc8IvJ48mOOWcWqPPXhYo30QQ4o8aQvXN0js7qGGTitWQaE.&URL=http%3a
%2f%2fwww.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca>
Follow us on Twitter
http://twitter.com/hfxpublib<https://webmail.halifax.ca/owa/redir.aspx?
C=QKb31_ZsP0iMsGL1Tj8n-MtsRZ-43tEIMHZARJD1hQ6M9xd5O7PQbVDfGe2p8P_9WwNvfSrTUQ.&URL=http%3a%2f%2ftwitter.com%2fhfxpublib>
Visit us on Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/hfxpublib<https://webmail.halifax.ca/owa/redir.aspx?
C=QKb31_ZsP0iMsGL1Tj8n-MtsRZ-43tEIMHZARJD1hQ6M9xd5O7PQbVDfGe2p8P_9WwNvfSrTUQ.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.facebook.com%2fhfxpublib>
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Bloom, Debra <DBloom at RichlandLibrary.com>
Sent: November 7, 2017 6:04 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
Hi all,
Our library is located in Columbia, SC and we maintain a popular obituary
index<http://rlpro2.richlandlibrary.com/polaris/Search/default.aspx?
ctx=4.1033.0.0.6> that contains over one million records. It is the largest obit
index in South Carolina. We have an online request form that requires a payment of
$5.00 for a full text record to be scanned and emailed. We have a small department
and the fee is designed to control request not as a money maker.

Lately we have been receiving requests to waive our fee for various memorial sites.
We are generally very happy to fulfill these requests but they are getting more
frequent and time consuming. Does anyone have a "policy" for these types of
requests? Would you mind sharing it with us? We want to help worthy organizations
but are starting to feel overwhelmed by the number of requests.
Thanks for any advice.
Debbie Bloom
Walker Local and Family History Center Manager | Richland Library
1431 Assembly St. | Columbia, SC 29201
(p) 803.929.3402 |
www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com<http://www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171107/
c81e939f/attachment.html>
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Tue Nov 7 10:02:50 2017
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Tue, 7 Nov 2017 15:02:50 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
In-Reply-To:
<BN6PR08MB34269B526D0AC4F606252ED2DA510@BN6PR08MB3426.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>
References: <mailman.25551.1507841739.26990.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<BN6PR08MB34269B526D0AC4F606252ED2DA510@BN6PR08MB3426.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD1101413E5CCE@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
We offer free copies of obituaries from local papers, but encourage delivery by
email to save time, paper and postage. We have a ViewScan III microfilm reader,
which allows us to quickly (assuming we have the correct date) download images and
transfer them to email.

Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center
for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC)
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library
8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109-2892
703-792-4540
www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Bloom, Debra
Sent: Tuesday, November 7, 2017 5:05 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
Hi all,

Our library is located in Columbia, SC and we maintain a popular obituary
index<http://rlpro2.richlandlibrary.com/polaris/Search/default.aspx?
ctx=4.1033.0.0.6> that contains over one million records. It is the largest obit
index in South Carolina. We have an online request form that requires a payment of
$5.00 for a full text record to be scanned and emailed. We have a small department
and the fee is designed to control request not as a money maker.

Lately we have been receiving requests to waive our fee for various memorial sites.
We are generally very happy to fulfill these requests but they are getting more
frequent and time consuming. Does anyone have a "policy" for these types of
requests? Would you mind sharing it with us? We want to help worthy organizations
but are starting to feel overwhelmed by the number of requests.

Thanks for any advice.

Debbie Bloom
Walker Local and Family History Center Manager | Richland Library
1431 Assembly St. | Columbia, SC 29201
(p) 803.929.3402 |
www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com<http://www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171107/
a979d749/attachment.html>
From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org Tue Nov 7 10:11:24 2017
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Tue, 7 Nov 2017 15:11:24 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
In-Reply-To:
<BN6PR08MB34269B526D0AC4F606252ED2DA510@BN6PR08MB3426.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>
References: <mailman.25551.1507841739.26990.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<BN6PR08MB34269B526D0AC4F606252ED2DA510@BN6PR08MB3426.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <1a1b076db2ad47299a733db1ea5b3869@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
We offer free copies of obituaries from local papers via e-mail, with a 5-citation
cap per request form submitted. We do send paper copies by mail when requested,
and for those we charge $1.00 per sheet.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Bloom, Debra
Sent: Tuesday, November 7, 2017 5:05 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
Hi all,

Our library is located in Columbia, SC and we maintain a popular obituary
index<http://rlpro2.richlandlibrary.com/polaris/Search/default.aspx?

ctx=4.1033.0.0.6> that contains over one million records. It is the largest obit
index in South Carolina. We have an online request form that requires a payment of
$5.00 for a full text record to be scanned and emailed. We have a small department
and the fee is designed to control request not as a money maker.

Lately we have been receiving requests to waive our fee for various memorial sites.
We are generally very happy to fulfill these requests but they are getting more
frequent and time consuming. Does anyone have a "policy" for these types of
requests? Would you mind sharing it with us? We want to help worthy organizations
but are starting to feel overwhelmed by the number of requests.

Thanks for any advice.

Debbie Bloom
Walker Local and Family History Center Manager | Richland Library
1431 Assembly St. | Columbia, SC 29201
(p) 803.929.3402 |
www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com<http://www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171107/8a7fb669/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: image001.png
URL:

<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171107/8a7fb669/
attachment.png>
From genbook at gmail.com Tue Nov 7 10:45:47 2017
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Tue, 7 Nov 2017 10:45:47 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhWiXP41UWTJpNtY_MMFtnUkQdjtJnj9Hv-nA+p0Kg1L+A@mail.gmail.com>
We used to do it free, then charged a quarter, and now it is 15 dollars.
As I have retired I don't know if they have changed that, but I think it
still holds. And people have to order online - it requires prepayment there.
I did want these to be searchable in either FamilySearch or Ancestry, but
no go. As far as I know, no waivers.
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing) Rochester NY Public Library
Digital Public Library of America Community Representative
President, Rochester Genealogical Society 2017On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 10:11 AM, Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We offer free copies of obituaries from local papers via e-mail, with a
5-citation cap per request form submitted. We do send paper copies by mail
when requested, and for those we charge $1.00 per sheet.

*Elizabeth A. Glasgow*

* Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor Warren-Trumbull County
Public Library 444 Mahoning Ave. NW Warren, Ohio 44483 (330) 399-8807,
Ext.120 <(330)%20399-8807>*
*glasgowe at wtcpl.org <glasgowe at wtcpl.org>*
*We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
* John Lubbock*

*

[image: WTCPL_Logo_Email]

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Bloom, Debra
*Sent:* Tuesday, November 7, 2017 5:05 AM

> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> *Subject:* [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
>
>
>
> Hi all,
>
>
>
> Our library is located in Columbia, SC and we maintain a popular obituary
> index
> <http://rlpro2.richlandlibrary.com/polaris/Search/default.aspx?ctx=4.1033.0.0.6>
that
> contains over one million records. It is the largest obit index in South
> Carolina. We have an online request form that requires a payment of $5.00
> for a full text record to be scanned and emailed. We have a small
> department and the fee is designed to control request not as a money maker.
>
>
>
> Lately we have been receiving requests to waive our fee for
> various memorial sites. We are generally very happy to fulfill these
> requests but they are getting more frequent and time consuming. Does anyone
> have a "policy" for these types of requests? Would you mind sharing it
> with us? We want to help worthy organizations but are starting to feel
> overwhelmed by the number of requests.
>
>
>
> Thanks for any advice.
>
>
>
>
>
> *Debbie Bloom *
>
> Walker Local and Family History Center Manager | Richland Library
>
> 1431 Assembly St. | Columbia, SC 29201
>
> (p) 803.929.3402 <(803)%20929-3402> |
>
> *www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com
> <http://www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com>*
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> >
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171107/8ab6760c/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171107/8ab6760c/
attachment-0001.png>
From jason.cornelius at loganutah.org Tue Nov 7 11:50:19 2017
From: jason.cornelius at loganutah.org (Jason Cornelius)
Date: Tue, 7 Nov 2017 09:50:19 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhWiXP41UWTJpNtY_MMFtnUkQdjtJnj9Hv-nA+p0Kg1L+A@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKEoNhWiXP41UWTJpNtY_MMFtnUkQdjtJnj9Hv-nA+p0Kg1L+A@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAHPijjjKjr+mNajMdNzzWox60VpHD67nZjwQkC3VQz-6Ps6hCQ@mail.gmail.com>
We have infrequent requests for our small city newspaper's obituaries. When
we do receive them, we don't charge but have volunteers who will do the
lookup and scan the obituary from the microfilms. I then encourage sending
them by email which has always always been fine. We do charge for postage
as a small deterent to mailing them.
Jason Cornelius, MLS
Division Leader Adult Fiction & Special Collections Services
Logan Library
435-716-9143
jason.cornelius at loganutah.org
"Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a
child. For what is the worth of human life unless it is woven into the life
of our ancestors by the records of history?"

~Ciceroat happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a child.
For what is theworth of human life unless it is woven into the life of our
ancestors by the records of history."
"Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a
child. For what is theworth of human life unless it is woven into the life
of our ancestors by the records of history."
Cicero
On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 8:45 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
> We used to do it free, then charged a quarter, and now it is 15 dollars.
>
> As I have retired I don't know if they have changed that, but I think it
> still holds. And people have to order online - it requires prepayment there.
>
> I did want these to be searchable in either FamilySearch or Ancestry, but
> no go. As far as I know, no waivers.
>
> Larry Naukam
>
> Retired Director of Historical Services
>
> (Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing) Rochester NY Public Library
>
> Digital Public Library of America Community Representative
>
> President, Rochester Genealogical Society 2017>
> On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 10:11 AM, Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>
> wrote:
>
>> We offer free copies of obituaries from local papers via e-mail, with a
>> 5-citation cap per request form submitted. We do send paper copies by mail
>> when requested, and for those we charge $1.00 per sheet.
>>
>>
>>
>> *Elizabeth A. Glasgow*
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> * Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor Warren-Trumbull County
>> Public Library 444 Mahoning Ave. NW Warren, Ohio 44483 (330) 399-8807,
>> Ext.120 <(330)%20399-8807>*
>>
>> *glasgowe at wtcpl.org <glasgowe at wtcpl.org>*
>>
>> *We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth. *
>> * John Lubbock*
>>
>>
>>
>> [image: WTCPL_Logo_Email]
>>
>>
>>
>> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
>> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Bloom, Debra
>> *Sent:* Tuesday, November 7, 2017 5:05 AM

>> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> *Subject:* [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
>>
>>
>>
>> Hi all,
>>
>>
>>
>> Our library is located in Columbia, SC and we maintain a popular obituary
>> index
>> <http://rlpro2.richlandlibrary.com/polaris/Search/default.aspx?ctx=4.1033.0.0.6>
that
>> contains over one million records. It is the largest obit index in South
>> Carolina. We have an online request form that requires a payment of $5.00
>> for a full text record to be scanned and emailed. We have a small
>> department and the fee is designed to control request not as a money maker.
>>
>>
>>
>> Lately we have been receiving requests to waive our fee for
>> various memorial sites. We are generally very happy to fulfill these
>> requests but they are getting more frequent and time consuming. Does anyone
>> have a "policy" for these types of requests? Would you mind sharing it
>> with us? We want to help worthy organizations but are starting to feel
>> overwhelmed by the number of requests.
>>
>>
>>
>> Thanks for any advice.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> *Debbie Bloom *
>>
>> Walker Local and Family History Center Manager | Richland Library
>>
>> 1431 Assembly St. | Columbia, SC 29201
>>
>> (p) 803.929.3402 <(803)%20929-3402> |
>>
>> *www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com
>> <http://www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com>*
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> >>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171107/4a1f65ad/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171107/4a1f65ad/
attachment.png>
From bjjamieson at belfastlibrary.org Tue Nov 7 12:00:42 2017
From: bjjamieson at belfastlibrary.org (B.J. Jamieson)
Date: Tue, 7 Nov 2017 12:00:42 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
In-Reply-To:
<BN6PR08MB34269B526D0AC4F606252ED2DA510@BN6PR08MB3426.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>
References: <mailman.25551.1507841739.26990.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<BN6PR08MB34269B526D0AC4F606252ED2DA510@BN6PR08MB3426.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CACsnHYK1AKkeL6JG5r=_a3odH+nif9oi6YDBpDCWZwx_3yfngA@mail.gmail.com>
We don't charge for looking up an obituary, if they either have the
approximate date or the person is listed in the index to 19th century
newspaper records that volunteers did a couple decades ago. We also do
look-ups in the local funeral home records and the local Congregational
records (which we don't own but that are housed in our archives room; a
pre-1923 index will be going on-line soon, thanks to a dedicated
volunteer). I've almost always been able to email the requested copy, which

helps costs.
I'm a department of one person covering both reference and special
collections, so response time varies with the rest of my workload; this
time of year, it's often an hour or two, while in the summer busy season
<coastal Maine tourist town>, it may be closer to a week ~ although I quote
a week to 10 days all year.
?
-B.J. Jamieson, M.S.L.S., P.G. Cert. {genealogy}
Reference/special collections librarian
Belfast Free Library
106 High Street
Belfast ME 04915
(207) 338-3884 extn. 25
belfastlibrary.org
On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 5:04 AM, Bloom, Debra <DBloom at richlandlibrary.com>
wrote:
> Hi all,
>
> Our library is located in Columbia, SC and we maintain a popular obituary
> index
> <http://rlpro2.richlandlibrary.com/polaris/Search/default.aspx?ctx=4.1033.0.0.6>
that
> contains over one million records. It is the largest obit index in South
> Carolina. We have an online request form that requires a payment of $5.00
> for a full text record to be scanned and emailed. We have a small
> department and the fee is designed to control request not as a money maker.
>
> Lately we have been receiving requests to waive our fee for
> various memorial sites. We are generally very happy to fulfill these
> requests but they are getting more frequent and time consuming. Does anyone
> have a "policy" for these types of requests? Would you mind sharing it
> with us? We want to help worthy organizations but are starting to feel
> overwhelmed by the number of requests.
>
> Thanks for any advice.
>
> *Debbie Bloom *
>
> Walker Local and Family History Center Manager | Richland Library
>
> 1431 Assembly St. | Columbia, SC 29201
>
> (p) 803.929.3402 <(803)%20929-3402> |
>
> *www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com
> <http://www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com>*
>
>
?
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From mgross at cumberland.lib.nc.us Tue Nov 7 12:10:00 2017
From: mgross at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Michelle Gross)
Date: Tue, 7 Nov 2017 17:10:00 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
In-Reply-To: <CACsnHYK1AKkeL6JG5r=_a3odH+nif9oi6YDBpDCWZwx_3yfngA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <mailman.25551.1507841739.26990.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<BN6PR08MB34269B526D0AC4F606252ED2DA510@BN6PR08MB3426.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>,
<CACsnHYK1AKkeL6JG5r=_a3odH+nif9oi6YDBpDCWZwx_3yfngA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <1510074600874.15549@cumberland.lib.nc.us>
We don't charge for obituaries when requested either. We will do the look-ups as
staff time allows (I have four staff members total) and then return via email to
the requester. I am considering a limit of 5-10 obits per request since some of
them have been larger and more time consuming.

I currently have four volunteers going through my microfilm and developing a basic
index of all of the obituaries from 1816 to today so that searching will be easier.
This is obviously going to take a long time, but the payoff will be worth it.

Best,
Michelle Gross
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC

28301

910-483-7727 ext. 1360
mgross at cumberland.lib.nc.us<mailto:mgross at cumberland.lib.nc.us>

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of B.J. Jamieson <bjjamieson at
belfastlibrary.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 7, 2017 12:00 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
We don't charge for looking up an obituary, if they either have the approximate
date or the person is listed in the index to 19th century newspaper records that
volunteers did a couple decades ago. We also do look-ups in the local funeral home
records and the local Congregational records (which we don't own but that are
housed in our archives room; a pre-1923 index will be going on-line soon, thanks to
a dedicated volunteer). I've almost always been able to email the requested copy,
which helps costs.

I'm a department of one person covering both reference and special collections, so
response time varies with the rest of my workload; this time of year, it's often an
hour or two, while in the summer busy season <coastal Maine tourist town>, it may
be closer to a week ~ although I quote a week to 10 days all year.
?
-B.J. Jamieson, M.S.L.S., P.G. Cert. {genealogy}
Reference/special collections librarian
Belfast Free Library
106 High Street
Belfast ME 04915
(207) 338-3884 extn. 25
belfastlibrary.org<http://belfastlibrary.org/>
On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 5:04 AM, Bloom, Debra <DBloom at
richlandlibrary.com<mailto:DBloom at richlandlibrary.com>> wrote:
Hi all,
Our library is located in Columbia, SC and we maintain a popular obituary
index<http://rlpro2.richlandlibrary.com/polaris/Search/default.aspx?
ctx=4.1033.0.0.6> that contains over one million records. It is the largest obit
index in South Carolina. We have an online request form that requires a payment of
$5.00 for a full text record to be scanned and emailed. We have a small department
and the fee is designed to control request not as a money maker.
Lately we have been receiving requests to waive our fee for various memorial sites.
We are generally very happy to fulfill these requests but they are getting more
frequent and time consuming. Does anyone have a "policy" for these types of
requests? Would you mind sharing it with us? We want to help worthy organizations
but are starting to feel overwhelmed by the number of requests.
Thanks for any advice.
Debbie Bloom
Walker Local and Family History Center Manager | Richland Library
1431 Assembly St. | Columbia, SC 29201
(p) 803.929.3402<tel:(803)%20929-3402> |
www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com<http://www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com>

?
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From michaelieuq at mrrl.org Tue Nov 7 22:24:26 2017
From: michaelieuq at mrrl.org (Qhyrrae Michaelieu)
Date: Tue, 7 Nov 2017 21:24:26 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
In-Reply-To: <CAHPijjjKjr+mNajMdNzzWox60VpHD67nZjwQkC3VQz-6Ps6hCQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKEoNhWiXP41UWTJpNtY_MMFtnUkQdjtJnj9Hv-nA+p0Kg1L+A@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHPijjjKjr+mNajMdNzzWox60VpHD67nZjwQkC3VQz-6Ps6hCQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAL-P37V-GXT8R6LtEqFMVaefku+wTVsrpZmdhZ71D1Meb82+Fw@mail.gmail.com>

We charge $5 per lookup in the microfilm, we make them pay before we search
(sometimes we don't find the item, but they are paying for our time, which
can be quite a bit, since our newspapers aren't indexed). About half our
requests don't want email, but prefer regular printouts mailed to them.
As yet we've never had a request to waive the fee.
I would love to have volunteers to do microfilm requests - lucky you Jason!
Good luck!
On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 10:50 AM, Jason Cornelius <
jason.cornelius at loganutah.org> wrote:
> We have infrequent requests for our small city newspaper's obituaries.
> When we do receive them, we don't charge but have volunteers who will do
> the lookup and scan the obituary from the microfilms. I then encourage
> sending them by email which has always always been fine. We do charge for
> postage as a small deterent to mailing them.
>
> Jason Cornelius, MLS
>
> Division Leader >
Adult Fiction & Special Collections Services
>
Logan Library
>
435-716-9143 <(435)%20716-9143>
>
jason.cornelius at loganutah.org
>
> "Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a
> child. For what is the worth of human life unless it is woven into the life
> of our ancestors by the records of history?"
> ~Ciceroat happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a child.
> For what is theworth of human life unless it is woven into the life of
> our ancestors by the records of history."
> "Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a
> child. For what is theworth of human life unless it is woven into the
> life of our ancestors by the records of history."
Cicero
>
> On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 8:45 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>> We used to do it free, then charged a quarter, and now it is 15 dollars.
>>
>> As I have retired I don't know if they have changed that, but I think it
>> still holds. And people have to order online - it requires prepayment there.
>>
>> I did want these to be searchable in either FamilySearch or Ancestry, but
>> no go. As far as I know, no waivers.
>>
>> Larry Naukam
>>
>> Retired Director of Historical Services
>>
>> (Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing) Rochester NY Public Library
>>
>> Digital Public Library of America Community Representative
>>
>> President, Rochester Genealogical Society 2017>>
>> On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 10:11 AM, Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>
>> wrote:

>>
>>> We offer free copies of obituaries from local papers via e-mail, with a
>>> 5-citation cap per request form submitted. We do send paper copies by mail
>>> when requested, and for those we charge $1.00 per sheet.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> *Elizabeth A. Glasgow*
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> * Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor Warren-Trumbull County
>>> Public Library 444 Mahoning Ave. NW Warren, Ohio 44483 (330) 399-8807,
>>> Ext.120 <(330)%20399-8807>*
>>>
>>> *glasgowe at wtcpl.org <glasgowe at wtcpl.org>*
>>>
>>> *We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth. *
>>> * John Lubbock*
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> [image: WTCPL_Logo_Email]
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
>>> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Bloom, Debra
>>> *Sent:* Tuesday, November 7, 2017 5:05 AM
>>> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> *Subject:* [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> Hi all,
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> Our library is located in Columbia, SC and we maintain a popular obituary
>>> index
>>> <http://rlpro2.richlandlibrary.com/polaris/Search/default.aspx?
ctx=4.1033.0.0.6> that
>>> contains over one million records. It is the largest obit index in South
>>> Carolina. We have an online request form that requires a payment of $5.00
>>> for a full text record to be scanned and emailed. We have a small
>>> department and the fee is designed to control request not as a money maker.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> Lately we have been receiving requests to waive our fee for
>>> various memorial sites. We are generally very happy to fulfill these
>>> requests but they are getting more frequent and time consuming. Does anyone
>>> have a "policy" for these types of requests? Would you mind sharing it
>>> with us? We want to help worthy organizations but are starting to feel
>>> overwhelmed by the number of requests.
>>>
>>>
>>>

>>> Thanks for any advice.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> *Debbie Bloom *
>>>
>>> Walker Local and Family History Center Manager | Richland Library
>>>
>>> 1431 Assembly St. | Columbia, SC 29201
>>>
>>> (p) 803.929.3402 <(803)%20929-3402> |
>>>
>>> *www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com
>>> <http://www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com>*
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> >>>
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
> _______________________________________________

> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-Kira Michaelieu
Adult Services Manager
Missouri River Regional Library
214 Adams
Jefferson City, MO 65101
573-634-2464
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From rosef at post.tau.ac.il Wed Nov 8 01:21:21 2017
From: rosef at post.tau.ac.il (Rose Feldman)
Date: Wed, 08 Nov 2017 08:21:21 +0200
Subject: [Genealib] =?utf-8?q?New_and_Updated_Databases_on_IGRA=E2=80=99s_?=
=?utf-8?q?Website?=
Message-ID: <20171108082121.Horde.gtX5FzpRoYRaAqJhfVZ3_kA@webmail.tau.ac.il>
The Israel Genealogy Research Association (IGRA) has just released new
and updated databases on its website. This release of the databases is
different than those we have done in the past. Of the eight we are
releasing, six relate to the present.
You may ask how we can do that with privacy issues. The answer is that
the details we offer do not include sensitive information and these
lists were found on the internet so they are not included in the
grouping of data we cannot release. Having information available about
people in Israel today is also important in helping you to possibly
connect with family. Please note, these databases do not include scans
of images, but our upcoming release will.
A preview of the databases is available at
https://www.slideshare.net/igra3/igra-release-sep-oct-2017
Updated Database
Voter List Knesset Israel, Jerusalem (partial list), 1945

4,324 listings

This database includes the person?s name, address and locality and may
also include the father?s name.
New Databases

Voter List Hadar HaCarmel (Haifa) Committee, 1941

4,152 listings

This database has the names of those able to vote for this
neighborhood committee.
Elections to the Likud (Party) Secretariat, 2014

126 listings

This database includes the name, address, locality and branch of the
party they are connected to.
Candidates-Histadrut National Elections, 2017

4,000 listings

This database includes the name, locality, gender and political party
affiliation.
Candidates-Histadrut Regional Elections, 2017

4,323 listings

This database includes the name, locality and political party.
Candidates-Na?amat National Elections, 2017

1,792 listings

This database includes the person?s name and political party.
Candidates Na?amat Regional Elections, 2017

1,860 listings

This database includes the name, locality and political party.
Israel Society of Acoustics, 2017

134 listings

This database includes the name, position and place of employment.
Before viewing the databases, please register for free on the IGRA website:
http://genealogy.org.il/
To view the databases, go to

http://genealogy.org.il/AID/index.php

Rose Feldman
Israel Genealogy Research Association
Winner of 2017 IAJGS Award for Volunteer of the Year
http://genealogy.org.il
http:/facebook.com/israelgenealogy
Help us index more records at http://igra.csindexing.com
Keep up to date on archives, databases and genealogy in general and
Jewish and Israeli roots in particular with
http://twitter.com/JewDataGenGirl
From royalhouses at uwclub.net Wed Nov 8 05:43:35 2017
From: royalhouses at uwclub.net (Royal Houses)
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2017 10:43:35 -0000
Subject: [Genealib] THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE Publication.
Message-ID: <F4F363A1A9C444BDBD320EDB4B99571C@EndUserPC>

Dear Librarians
For many years we have been supplying our Royal Genealogy books to libraries all
over the U.S. At the moment, with the U.S. Dollar riding high, and the British
Pound low due to the European Brexit negotiations, this is a good time to top up
your collection, or indeed to start one.
To remind you about the series:
THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
This series of 48 volumes covers all the European Royal Dynasties and their
descendants. They provide a full royal genealogy laid out in inter-connecting royal
family trees of the Royal Houses of Europe. The books cover the reigning monarchies
of Europe, the great Imperial Dynasties and the former monarchies of Europe. They
include the British Royal House, now the House of Windsor, descended from Queen
Victoria, and the British dynasties of Stuart, Hanover and Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. It
now includes a series on the descendants of the mistresses of King Charles II, many
of whom live in the U.S. The dynasties of Hohenzollern, Romanov, Habsburg,
Bonaparte and Bourbon have separate books on each, together with the Monarchies of
Scandinavia, the Benelux, Liechtenstein, Iberia, Monaco, Italy and the Balkans, and
the former German Kingdoms, and Grand Duchies. In all cases the full descent is
shown, extending to related noble and commoner families, in Britain, across Europe,
and in the U.S.A, Canada, Australia and Latin America. They are an essential source
of information for genealogists providing details right down to the present day.
All books have ISBN numbers.
In particular, they are a source of detailed information on German Royal and Noble
dynasties.
The relevant 10 German/Austrian volumes are:
The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA - 2 volumes
The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
The BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: In respect of the Habsburg Dynasty in Tuscany
and Modena.
The Sovereign Principalities of LIECHTENSTEIN and MONACO
The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA and SAXONY
The German Kingdoms of W?rttemberg and HANOVER
The German Dynasty of HESSE: Darmstadt Cassel Homburg Philippsthal Battenberg /
Mountbatten
The German Grand Duchies of OLDENBURG and MECKLENBURG: Schwerin and Strelitz.
The German Grand Duchies of BADEN and SAXE-WEIMAR-EISENACH
The full list of volumes in this series:
GREAT BRITAIN
Volume 1 - The
Volume 2 - The
Volume 3 - The
Volume 4 - The
Volume 5 - The

Descendants
Families of
Descendants
Descendants
Descendants

of H.M. Queen Victoria.
the British Consorts.
of King George III including the Fitz-Clarence family.
of King George II, the Collateral lines. - 2 volumes
of King George I, and the Stuart - Hanover connection.

The STUART Dynasty of GREAT BRITAIN - 9 volumes
Volume 1 - Preface and the Legitimist Line from King James I to the present day,
and Index
Volume 2 - The Lines descended from Countess Palatine Charlotte von Simmern,
Duchess of Orleans.
Volume 3 - The Lines descended from Ludwig Otto, 5th Prince of Salm. - 2 volumes
Volume 4 - The Lines descended from Princess Eleonore of Salm and the 1st Duke of
Ursel - 2 volumes

Volume 5 - The Lines descended from Princess Amelie of Saxony and Carlos III, King
of Spain.
Volume 6 - The Lines descended from Lady Frederica Schomberg and the 3rd Earl of
Holderness.
?Volume 7 - The Lines descended from Lady Mary Schomberg and Christoph Martin II,
Imperial Count of Degenfeld-Schonburg.
The Descendants of King Charles II - 11 volumes
This series is currently being sequentially published. It contains many families
settled in the U.S. Five Volumes are now published:
Volume 1 - with Lucy Walter and with Mary Davis - The Buccleuch Lines and The
Derwentwater Lines
Volume 2 - with the Hon. Barbara Villiers Through Lady Anne FitzRoy, Countess of
Sussex, the Dacre and Barrett-Lennard Lines
Volume 3 - with the Hon. Barbara Villiers From the Dukes of Cleveland and Grafton,
the FitzRoy Lines, through fourteen generations
Volume 4 - with Barbara Villiers. Through Henry FitzRoy and the Earls of
Harrington, the Stanhope Lines.
Volume 5 - with Barbara Villiers. Through Henry FitzRoy and the Marquesses of
Hertford, the Seymour Lines.
SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA
The BENELUX MONARCHIES: The Netherlands Belgium Luxembourg
The SCANDINAVIAN MONARCHIES: Denmark Sweden Norway
The BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: Greece, Roumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Serbia,
Montenegro, Albania, Italy, Sardinia, Two Sicilies, Tuscany, Parma and Modena.
The BONAPARTE Dynasty of FRANCE
The BOURBON Dynasty of FRANCE
The BOURBON Dynasty of SPAIN
The BRAGAN?A Dynasty of PORTUGAL and BRAZIL
The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA - 2 volumes
The ROMANOV Dynasty of RUSSIA
The Sovereign Principalities of LIECHTENSTEIN and MONACO
The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA and SAXONY
The German Kingdoms of W?rttemberg and HANOVER
The German Dynasty of HESSE: Darmstadt Cassel Homburg Philippsthal Battenberg /
Mountbatten
The German Grand Duchies of OLDENBURG and MECKLENBURG: Schwerin and Strelitz.
The German Grand Duchies of BADEN and SAXE-WEIMAR-EISENACH
Books may be bought individually, or in groups [e.g. The British 6 or 15, Stuart 9,
Charles II 11 (currently published, 5) or German 10 set]. Payment may be made by
check, credit card or bankers payment, and we can receive a direct purchase, or we
could dispatch the book with an invoice. We will respond personally to enquiries
concerning specific orders".
"We offer a discount of 16% to U.S. Libraries:
All books are priced for you, net of discount, at GBP (British Pounds) ? 32.00 (US$
41.98 at today's exchange rate). The retail price is ?38(US$49.85).
A delivery charge of GBP ? 7.00 (US$ 9.18) is added to each order (regardless of
the number of books) for packaging and delivery (by air mail or courier)
The easiest purchasing method is through the website:
http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk
Purchase the books normally. To obtain the discount, type in the coupon code USL

(U.S. Libraries) when asked. This will give you a 16% discount on your books,
resulting in a price of GBP32 = US$41.98 per book. The total price will be charged
to your credit or debit card in U.S. Dollars through PayPal.
Payments by check in U.S. Dollars should be calculated (e-mail us to confirm exact
amount) and checks should be made payable to Patricia Arnold
Bankers Payments should be made to our account in England (e-mail us for details).
Orders for dispatch with an invoice should be made directly by e-mail to us, and a
quote will be made.
We hope you will purchase these books which will help you and your readers with
your genealogical research, and add value to your collection
PATRICIA ARNOLD
Publisher of
THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
series of genealogical books
243 London Road
West Malling, Kent
ME19 5AD
England.
Tel & fax: +44 (0) 1732 848388
e-mail: royalhouses at uwclub.net
website: http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk
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From dsmith at usf.edu Wed Nov 8 10:13:25 2017
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2017 15:13:25 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
Message-ID: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
All,
I need your help.
I have just begun a study into how libraries and archives conduct genealogical
education for their patrons. A search I made of the library literature did not
produce anything relevant to this topic, although if anyone knows of an article
about this that I may have overlooked, I would be extremely grateful if you would
send the citation my way. My long-term goal is to contribute to the library
literature on this topic.
To begin my study, I want to survey the genealogical library/archive community to
see what is already being taught to patrons, and how it is being taught.
If you
are willing to share some or all of your materials (handouts, outlines,

PowerPoints, links to tutorials, etc.) that you have produced to assist with
teaching your patrons genealogical research skills at any level, would you send a
copy of those to me?
If you would, please send your materials directly to me (dsmith at usf.edu, and not
to the list). Also, if you would put ?Genealogy education study? in the subject
line, that will help me manage the incoming material.
If you have any questions about this study, you can reply here or email me directly
at dsmith at usf.edu.
Thank you in advance for any assistance you?re able to give.
Regards,
Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171108/
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From reservationfor5 at gmail.com Wed Nov 8 10:23:05 2017
From: reservationfor5 at gmail.com (Nicole Wedemeyer Miller)
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2017 09:23:05 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
In-Reply-To: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
References: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <CADjOuyBezBHivSS9b0-63jY2BtUT=_mepZomZRzg=+J_fRvx5w@mail.gmail.com>
Hi Drew,
By "genealogical education" do you mean formal programming, or are you also
referring to one-on-one more informal teaching as well? Are you looking
for "how we done it good" type of articles?
Nicole Miller,
University of Illinois i School
On Wed, Nov 8, 2017 at 9:13 AM, Smith, Andrew <dsmith at usf.edu> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

All,

I need your help.

I have just begun a study into how libraries and archives conduct
genealogical education for their patrons. A search I made of the library
literature did not produce anything relevant to this topic, although if
anyone knows of an article about this that I may have overlooked, I would
be extremely grateful if you would send the citation my way. My long-term
goal is to contribute to the library literature on this topic.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

To begin my study, I want to survey the genealogical library/archive
community to see what is already being taught to patrons, and how it is
being taught.
If you are willing to share some or all of your materials
(handouts, outlines, PowerPoints, links to tutorials, etc.) that you have
produced to assist with teaching your patrons genealogical research skills
at any level, would you send a copy of those to me?

If you would, please send your materials directly to me (dsmith at usf.edu,
and not to the list). Also, if you would put ?Genealogy education study?
in the subject line, that will help me manage the incoming material.

If you have any questions about this study, you can reply here or email me
directly at dsmith at usf.edu.

Thank you in advance for any assistance you?re able to give.

Regards,

Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of Libraries Unlimited's
bestselling *Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians,
Archivists, and Volunteers.*
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From ellen at barrfinancial.com Wed Nov 8 10:29:10 2017
From: ellen at barrfinancial.com (Ellen Barr)
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2017 15:29:10 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
In-Reply-To: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
References: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
Message-ID:

<CY1PR17MB0170E3C8A6B70EAA276EDD4EB1560@CY1PR17MB0170.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
To:
Re:

Andrew Smith:
Genealogy Education

Most patrons of libraries are well-advised to join genealogical
organizations/groups in their areas and in the areas of study.
I myself belong to the Oconto (WI) Genealogical Society since I get much very
relevant information about my ancestors (in that
Area 18763 ? 1920) plus some photos or information I would not even have thought to
search out.
We genealogists are mostly self-educated by listening to lectures at our
genealogical societies, attending Genealogical Workshops
Or seminars.
When you listen to a good speaker, even if the subject is not what
you thought you needed it gives you little ideas of where to
Search or how to tailor your search to your goal.
Many community colleges offer genealogical courses for those not actually pursuing
a degree but merely enhancing their knowledge.
I hope this has helped you. I don?t know of any libraries that direct their
outreach to educating patrons; it?s a do-it-yourself endeavor!
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you need enhancement of any of the points
I?ve raised.
AnnEllen Barr
ellen at BarrFinancial.com
This message (including any attachments) contains confidential information intended
for a specific recipient and purpose. If you are not the intended recipient, you
should delete this message. Any disclosure, copying, or distribution of this
message, or the taking of any action based on it, is prohibited.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From shouck at starklibrary.org Wed Nov 8 10:52:38 2017
From: shouck at starklibrary.org (Stephanie Houck)
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2017 15:52:38 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
Message-ID: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B63D2745E6@EX2010.scdl.local>
We too have frequent requests for obituaries. Patrons can request them through our
online request form and they can choose whether they would like them digitally or
mailed. 90% request a digital copy. We do not charge for either the digital or hard
copy. However, we do ask that they limit their requests to 3 per week. This keeps
things manageable for us and allows for everyone to get an answer in a more timely
manner. Once they have received their three requests, they then can submit their
next three.
Stephanie Houck
Genealogy Department
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. N.
Canton, Ohio 44702
330.458.2765

shouck at starklibrary.org
________________________________________
From: genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-request at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, November 08, 2017 10:23 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 170, Issue 2
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
*Please* do not respond to a digest item without editing out all of the items
you're not responding to, and changing the subject line to match that of the single
message you're responding to. Failure to edit out other messages or change the
subject line may result in your message being rejected.
Today's Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Re:
Re:
Re:
Re:

Waiving
Waiving
Waiving
Waiving

obit
obit
obit
obit

request
request
request
request

fees
fees
fees
fees

(Jason Cornelius)
(B.J. Jamieson)
(Michelle Gross)
(Qhyrrae Michaelieu)

---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Tue, 7 Nov 2017 09:50:19 -0700
From: Jason Cornelius <jason.cornelius at loganutah.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
Message-ID:
<CAHPijjjKjr+mNajMdNzzWox60VpHD67nZjwQkC3VQz-6Ps6hCQ at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
We have infrequent requests for our small city newspaper's obituaries. When
we do receive them, we don't charge but have volunteers who will do the
lookup and scan the obituary from the microfilms. I then encourage sending
them by email which has always always been fine. We do charge for postage
as a small deterent to mailing them.
Jason Cornelius, MLS
Division Leader Adult Fiction & Special Collections Services
Logan Library

435-716-9143
jason.cornelius at loganutah.org
"Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a
child. For what is the worth of human life unless it is woven into the life
of our ancestors by the records of history?"
~Ciceroat happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a child.
For what is theworth of human life unless it is woven into the life of our
ancestors by the records of history."
"Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a
child. For what is theworth of human life unless it is woven into the life
of our ancestors by the records of history."
Cicero
On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 8:45 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
> We used to do it free, then charged a quarter, and now it is 15 dollars.
>
> As I have retired I don't know if they have changed that, but I think it
> still holds. And people have to order online - it requires prepayment there.
>
> I did want these to be searchable in either FamilySearch or Ancestry, but
> no go. As far as I know, no waivers.
>
> Larry Naukam
>
> Retired Director of Historical Services
>
> (Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing) Rochester NY Public Library
>
> Digital Public Library of America Community Representative
>
> President, Rochester Genealogical Society 2017>
> On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 10:11 AM, Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>
> wrote:
>
>> We offer free copies of obituaries from local papers via e-mail, with a
>> 5-citation cap per request form submitted. We do send paper copies by mail
>> when requested, and for those we charge $1.00 per sheet.
>>
>>
>>
>> *Elizabeth A. Glasgow*
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> * Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor Warren-Trumbull County
>> Public Library 444 Mahoning Ave. NW Warren, Ohio 44483 (330) 399-8807,
>> Ext.120 <(330)%20399-8807>*
>>
>> *glasgowe at wtcpl.org <glasgowe at wtcpl.org>*
>>
>> *We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth. *
>> * John Lubbock*
>>
>>
>>
>> [image: WTCPL_Logo_Email]

>>
>>
>>
>> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
>> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Bloom, Debra
>> *Sent:* Tuesday, November 7, 2017 5:05 AM
>> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> *Subject:* [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
>>
>>
>>
>> Hi all,
>>
>>
>>
>> Our library is located in Columbia, SC and we maintain a popular obituary
>> index
>> <http://rlpro2.richlandlibrary.com/polaris/Search/default.aspx?ctx=4.1033.0.0.6>
that
>> contains over one million records. It is the largest obit index in South
>> Carolina. We have an online request form that requires a payment of $5.00
>> for a full text record to be scanned and emailed. We have a small
>> department and the fee is designed to control request not as a money maker.
>>
>>
>>
>> Lately we have been receiving requests to waive our fee for
>> various memorial sites. We are generally very happy to fulfill these
>> requests but they are getting more frequent and time consuming. Does anyone
>> have a "policy" for these types of requests? Would you mind sharing it
>> with us? We want to help worthy organizations but are starting to feel
>> overwhelmed by the number of requests.
>>
>>
>>
>> Thanks for any advice.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> *Debbie Bloom *
>>
>> Walker Local and Family History Center Manager | Richland Library
>>
>> 1431 Assembly St. | Columbia, SC 29201
>>
>> (p) 803.929.3402 <(803)%20929-3402> |
>>
>> *www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com
>> <http://www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com>*
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> >>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171107/4a1f65ad/
attachment-0001.html>
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-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Tue, 7 Nov 2017 12:00:42 -0500
From: "B.J. Jamieson" <bjjamieson at belfastlibrary.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
Message-ID:
<CACsnHYK1AKkeL6JG5r=_a3odH+nif9oi6YDBpDCWZwx_3yfngA at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
We don't charge for looking up an obituary, if they either have the

approximate date or the person is listed in the index to 19th century
newspaper records that volunteers did a couple decades ago. We also do
look-ups in the local funeral home records and the local Congregational
records (which we don't own but that are housed in our archives room; a
pre-1923 index will be going on-line soon, thanks to a dedicated
volunteer). I've almost always been able to email the requested copy, which
helps costs.
I'm a department of one person covering both reference and special
collections, so response time varies with the rest of my workload; this
time of year, it's often an hour or two, while in the summer busy season
<coastal Maine tourist town>, it may be closer to a week ~ although I quote
a week to 10 days all year.
?
-B.J. Jamieson, M.S.L.S., P.G. Cert. {genealogy}
Reference/special collections librarian
Belfast Free Library
106 High Street
Belfast ME 04915
(207) 338-3884 extn. 25
belfastlibrary.org
On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 5:04 AM, Bloom, Debra <DBloom at richlandlibrary.com>
wrote:
> Hi all,
>
> Our library is located in Columbia, SC and we maintain a popular obituary
> index
> <http://rlpro2.richlandlibrary.com/polaris/Search/default.aspx?ctx=4.1033.0.0.6>
that
> contains over one million records. It is the largest obit index in South
> Carolina. We have an online request form that requires a payment of $5.00
> for a full text record to be scanned and emailed. We have a small
> department and the fee is designed to control request not as a money maker.
>
> Lately we have been receiving requests to waive our fee for
> various memorial sites. We are generally very happy to fulfill these
> requests but they are getting more frequent and time consuming. Does anyone
> have a "policy" for these types of requests? Would you mind sharing it
> with us? We want to help worthy organizations but are starting to feel
> overwhelmed by the number of requests.
>
> Thanks for any advice.
>
> *Debbie Bloom *
>
> Walker Local and Family History Center Manager | Richland Library
>
> 1431 Assembly St. | Columbia, SC 29201
>
> (p) 803.929.3402 <(803)%20929-3402> |
>
> *www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com
> <http://www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com>*
>

>
?
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Tue, 7 Nov 2017 17:10:00 +0000
From: Michelle Gross <mgross at cumberland.lib.nc.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
Message-ID: <1510074600874.15549 at cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
We don't charge for obituaries when requested either. We will do the look-ups as
staff time allows (I have four staff members total) and then return via email to
the requester. I am considering a limit of 5-10 obits per request since some of
them have been larger and more time consuming.

I currently have four volunteers going through my microfilm and developing a basic
index of all of the obituaries from 1816 to today so that searching will be easier.
This is obviously going to take a long time, but the payoff will be worth it.

Best,
Michelle Gross
Local & State History Manager
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC

28301

910-483-7727 ext. 1360
mgross at cumberland.lib.nc.us<mailto:mgross at cumberland.lib.nc.us>

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of B.J. Jamieson <bjjamieson at
belfastlibrary.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 7, 2017 12:00 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
We don't charge for looking up an obituary, if they either have the approximate
date or the person is listed in the index to 19th century newspaper records that

volunteers did a couple decades ago. We also do look-ups in the local funeral home
records and the local Congregational records (which we don't own but that are
housed in our archives room; a pre-1923 index will be going on-line soon, thanks to
a dedicated volunteer). I've almost always been able to email the requested copy,
which helps costs.
I'm a department of one person covering both reference and special collections, so
response time varies with the rest of my workload; this time of year, it's often an
hour or two, while in the summer busy season <coastal Maine tourist town>, it may
be closer to a week ~ although I quote a week to 10 days all year.
?
-B.J. Jamieson, M.S.L.S., P.G. Cert. {genealogy}
Reference/special collections librarian
Belfast Free Library
106 High Street
Belfast ME 04915
(207) 338-3884 extn. 25
belfastlibrary.org<http://belfastlibrary.org/>
On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 5:04 AM, Bloom, Debra <DBloom at
richlandlibrary.com<mailto:DBloom at richlandlibrary.com>> wrote:
Hi all,
Our library is located in Columbia, SC and we maintain a popular obituary
index<http://rlpro2.richlandlibrary.com/polaris/Search/default.aspx?
ctx=4.1033.0.0.6> that contains over one million records. It is the largest obit
index in South Carolina. We have an online request form that requires a payment of
$5.00 for a full text record to be scanned and emailed. We have a small department
and the fee is designed to control request not as a money maker.
Lately we have been receiving requests to waive our fee for various memorial sites.
We are generally very happy to fulfill these requests but they are getting more
frequent and time consuming. Does anyone have a "policy" for these types of
requests? Would you mind sharing it with us? We want to help worthy organizations
but are starting to feel overwhelmed by the number of requests.
Thanks for any advice.
Debbie Bloom
Walker Local and Family History Center Manager | Richland Library
1431 Assembly St. | Columbia, SC 29201
(p) 803.929.3402<tel:(803)%20929-3402> |
www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com<http://www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com>

?
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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-----------------------------Message: 4

Date: Tue, 7 Nov 2017 21:24:26 -0600
From: Qhyrrae Michaelieu <michaelieuq at mrrl.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
Message-ID:
<CAL-P37V-GXT8R6LtEqFMVaefku+wTVsrpZmdhZ71D1Meb82+Fw at mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
We charge $5 per lookup in the microfilm, we make them pay before we search
(sometimes we don't find the item, but they are paying for our time, which
can be quite a bit, since our newspapers aren't indexed). About half our
requests don't want email, but prefer regular printouts mailed to them.
As yet we've never had a request to waive the fee.
I would love to have volunteers to do microfilm requests - lucky you Jason!
Good luck!
On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 10:50 AM, Jason Cornelius <
jason.cornelius at loganutah.org> wrote:
> We have infrequent requests for our small city newspaper's obituaries.
> When we do receive them, we don't charge but have volunteers who will do
> the lookup and scan the obituary from the microfilms. I then encourage
> sending them by email which has always always been fine. We do charge for
> postage as a small deterent to mailing them.
>
> Jason Cornelius, MLS
>
> Division Leader >
Adult Fiction & Special Collections Services
>
Logan Library
>
435-716-9143 <(435)%20716-9143>
>
jason.cornelius at loganutah.org
>
> "Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a
> child. For what is the worth of human life unless it is woven into the life
> of our ancestors by the records of history?"
> ~Ciceroat happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a child.
> For what is theworth of human life unless it is woven into the life of
> our ancestors by the records of history."
> "Not to know what happened before we were born is to remain perpetually a
> child. For what is theworth of human life unless it is woven into the
> life of our ancestors by the records of history."
Cicero
>
> On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 8:45 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>> We used to do it free, then charged a quarter, and now it is 15 dollars.
>>
>> As I have retired I don't know if they have changed that, but I think it
>> still holds. And people have to order online - it requires prepayment there.
>>
>> I did want these to be searchable in either FamilySearch or Ancestry, but
>> no go. As far as I know, no waivers.
>>
>> Larry Naukam
>>
>> Retired Director of Historical Services
>>
>> (Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing) Rochester NY Public Library

>>
>> Digital Public Library of America Community Representative
>>
>> President, Rochester Genealogical Society 2017>>
>> On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 10:11 AM, Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>
>> wrote:
>>
>>> We offer free copies of obituaries from local papers via e-mail, with a
>>> 5-citation cap per request form submitted. We do send paper copies by mail
>>> when requested, and for those we charge $1.00 per sheet.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> *Elizabeth A. Glasgow*
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> * Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor Warren-Trumbull County
>>> Public Library 444 Mahoning Ave. NW Warren, Ohio 44483 (330) 399-8807,
>>> Ext.120 <(330)%20399-8807>*
>>>
>>> *glasgowe at wtcpl.org <glasgowe at wtcpl.org>*
>>>
>>> *We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth. *
>>> * John Lubbock*
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> [image: WTCPL_Logo_Email]
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
>>> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Bloom, Debra
>>> *Sent:* Tuesday, November 7, 2017 5:05 AM
>>> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> *Subject:* [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> Hi all,
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> Our library is located in Columbia, SC and we maintain a popular obituary
>>> index
>>> <http://rlpro2.richlandlibrary.com/polaris/Search/default.aspx?
ctx=4.1033.0.0.6> that
>>> contains over one million records. It is the largest obit index in South
>>> Carolina. We have an online request form that requires a payment of $5.00
>>> for a full text record to be scanned and emailed. We have a small
>>> department and the fee is designed to control request not as a money maker.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> Lately we have been receiving requests to waive our fee for
>>> various memorial sites. We are generally very happy to fulfill these

>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

requests but they are getting more frequent and time consuming. Does anyone
have a "policy" for these types of requests? Would you mind sharing it
with us? We want to help worthy organizations but are starting to feel
overwhelmed by the number of requests.

Thanks for any advice.

*Debbie Bloom *
Walker Local and Family History Center Manager | Richland Library
1431 Assembly St. | Columbia, SC 29201
(p) 803.929.3402 <(803)%20929-3402> |
*www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com
http://www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com*

>
From dsmith at usf.edu Wed Nov 8 11:03:28 2017
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2017 16:03:28 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
In-Reply-To: <CADjOuyBezBHivSS9b0-63jY2BtUT=_mepZomZRzg=+J_fRvx5w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
<CADjOuyBezBHivSS9b0-63jY2BtUT=_mepZomZRzg=+J_fRvx5w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <7F9EBB81-B296-44C2-B2C2-ED51ABE962A0@usf.edu>
I?m looking at the more formal (workshop/lecture/presentation-style) education, and
not what might go on at a genealogy reference desk in a one-to-one scenario.
I haven?t seen anything written on that topic, but let me know if you?re aware of
articles about it.
Drew
From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Nicole Wedemeyer
Miller <reservationfor5 at gmail.com>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wednesday, November 8, 2017 at 10:23 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
By "genealogical education" do you mean formal programming, or are you also
referring to one-on-one more informal teaching as well? Are you looking for "how
we done it good" type of articles?
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171108/86ac4a23/

attachment.html>
From dsmith at usf.edu Wed Nov 8 11:19:05 2017
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2017 16:19:05 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
Message-ID: <B75B81C5-30D1-4979-9868-67954C2F2706@usf.edu>
Hi AnnEllen,
Thanks for your response, but just to be clear, I?m hoping to hear directly from
librarians and archivists about the educational programming they do for their
patrons. I do know that genealogists themselves have a variety of ways to become
educated (society meetings, conferences, webinars, etc.), but because my study is
about what librarians themselves are doing, those other methods are outside the
scope of my study.
Drew
From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Ellen Barr <ellen at
barrfinancial.com>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wednesday, November 8, 2017 at 10:30 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
To:
Re:

Andrew Smith:
Genealogy Education

Most patrons of libraries are well-advised to join genealogical
organizations/groups in their areas and in the areas of study.
I myself belong to the Oconto (WI) Genealogical Society since I get much very
relevant information about my ancestors (in that
Area 18763 ? 1920) plus some photos or information I would not even have thought to
search out.
We genealogists are mostly self-educated by listening to lectures at our
genealogical societies, attending Genealogical Workshops
Or seminars.
When you listen to a good speaker, even if the subject is not what
you thought you needed it gives you little ideas of where to
Search or how to tailor your search to your goal.
Many community colleges offer genealogical courses for those not actually pursuing
a degree but merely enhancing their knowledge.
I hope this has helped you. I don?t know of any libraries that direct their
outreach to educating patrons; it?s a do-it-yourself endeavor!
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you need enhancement of any of the points
I?ve raised.
AnnEllen Barr
ellen at BarrFinancial.com
This message (including any attachments) contains confidential information intended
for a specific recipient and purpose. If you are not the intended recipient, you
should delete this message. Any disclosure, copying, or distribution of this
message, or the taking of any action based on it, is prohibited.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171108/
f3fe1054/attachment.html>
From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org Wed Nov 8 11:38:22 2017
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2017 16:38:22 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
In-Reply-To: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
References: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <f5cbfba607954e76b92ae01c3b388176@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Hi Drew,
Our department currently offers three one-hour classes: Genealogy Basics, Ancestry
Library Edition and Beyond Ancestry.
Genealogy Basics
This is an introduction to our department and our
print, microfilm and vertical file collections, plus a brief introduction to
beginning a family history.
Handouts include an annotated bibliography, plus
general library handouts, a five-generation chart and a list of where vital records
are located in our county.
Ancestry Library Ed.
This is an introduction to the library edition of
Ancestry, focusing on the census, military, vital records and immigration areas,
and how to narrow a search. This is done as a demo on a laptop projected onto a
screen.
Beyond Ancestry
This demo class introduces the researcher to ?freebie?
sites listed on our part of the library?s
website<http://www.wtcpl.org/index.php/helpful-websites.html>. Included here are
Family Search, USGenWeb, etc., plus our own image database the Trumbull Memory
Project<http://www.trumbullmemory.org/>.
We are currently writing a military records class, and host a (very new) quarterly
Genealogy Roundtable. These classes are taught at our main campus and at our
branches.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, November 8, 2017 10:13 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
All,
I need your help.

I have just begun a study into how libraries and archives conduct genealogical
education for their patrons. A search I made of the library literature did not
produce anything relevant to this topic, although if anyone knows of an article
about this that I may have overlooked, I would be extremely grateful if you would
send the citation my way. My long-term goal is to contribute to the library
literature on this topic.
To begin my study, I want to survey the genealogical library/archive community to
see what is already being taught to patrons, and how it is being taught.
If you
are willing to share some or all of your materials (handouts, outlines,
PowerPoints, links to tutorials, etc.) that you have produced to assist with
teaching your patrons genealogical research skills at any level, would you send a
copy of those to me?
If you would, please send your materials directly to me (dsmith at
usf.edu<mailto:dsmith at usf.edu>, and not to the list). Also, if you would put ?
Genealogy education study? in the subject line, that will help me manage the
incoming material.
If you have any questions about this study, you can reply here or email me directly
at dsmith at usf.edu<mailto:dsmith at usf.edu>.
Thank you in advance for any assistance you?re able to give.
Regards,
Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
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From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Wed Nov 8 11:58:59 2017
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2017 16:58:59 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Waiving obit request fees
In-Reply-To: <1510074600874.15549@cumberland.lib.nc.us>
References: <mailman.25551.1507841739.26990.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<BN6PR08MB34269B526D0AC4F606252ED2DA510@BN6PR08MB3426.namprd08.prod.outlook.com>,
<CACsnHYK1AKkeL6JG5r=_a3odH+nif9oi6YDBpDCWZwx_3yfngA@mail.gmail.com>
<1510074600874.15549@cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Message-ID:
<DM5PR09MB18175A9A0996D7E9325CD60AAC560@DM5PR09MB1817.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
It?s been so long since I mailed a hard copy of an obituary that I don?t even

remember when that happened. I scan the obits I can find and e-mail them, and
patrons are delighted. No paper, no cost. ?
Nancy
[GV LIBRARY Logo CMYK]
Maxwell
Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way|Grapevine, TX 76051
P: 817-410-3429 | F: 817-410-3084 | E: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

Nancy

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 5:04 AM, Bloom, Debra <DBloom at
richlandlibrary.com<mailto:DBloom at richlandlibrary.com>> wrote:
Hi all,
Our library is located in Columbia, SC and we maintain a popular obituary
index<http://rlpro2.richlandlibrary.com/polaris/Search/default.aspx?
ctx=4.1033.0.0.6> that contains over one million records. It is the largest obit
index in South Carolina. We have an online request form that requires a payment of
$5.00 for a full text record to be scanned and emailed. We have a small department
and the fee is designed to control request not as a money maker.
Lately we have been receiving requests to waive our fee for various memorial sites.
We are generally very happy to fulfill these requests but they are getting more
frequent and time consuming. Does anyone have a "policy" for these types of
requests? Would you mind sharing it with us? We want to help worthy organizations
but are starting to feel overwhelmed by the number of requests.
Thanks for any advice.
Debbie Bloom
Walker Local and Family History Center Manager | Richland Library
1431 Assembly St. | Columbia, SC 29201
(p) 803.929.3402<tel:(803)%20929-3402> |
www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com<http://www.thedeadlibrarian.blogspot.com>

?
*** External email communication ? Please use caution before clicking links and/or
opening attachments ***
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From reservationfor5 at gmail.com Wed Nov 8 12:06:15 2017
From: reservationfor5 at gmail.com (Nicole Wedemeyer Miller)
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2017 11:06:15 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
In-Reply-To: <7F9EBB81-B296-44C2-B2C2-ED51ABE962A0@usf.edu>
References: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
<CADjOuyBezBHivSS9b0-63jY2BtUT=_mepZomZRzg=+J_fRvx5w@mail.gmail.com>
<7F9EBB81-B296-44C2-B2C2-ED51ABE962A0@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <CADjOuyATcAfJ=ia7BkPiaY2CXL1HsbHV1F29SetLdATgQj=qeA@mail.gmail.com>
Drew,
There are some things listed in *Fostering Family History Services *that
may help. Please see the following citations: Allery on p. 11, Waterton p.
28, Conrad p. 33, Turnbaugh p. 34 and Bateman p. 148.
Nicole
P.S. I will send you handouts via email of programs I've done locally if
you wish.
On Wed, Nov 8, 2017 at 10:03 AM, Smith, Andrew <dsmith at usf.edu> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I?m looking at the more formal (workshop/lecture/presentation-style)
education, and not what might go on at a genealogy reference desk in a
one-to-one scenario.

I haven?t seen anything written on that topic, but let me know if you?re
aware of articles about it.

Drew

*From: *<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Nicole
Wedemeyer Miller <reservationfor5 at gmail.com>
*Reply-To: *Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Date: *Wednesday, November 8, 2017 at 10:23 AM
*To: *Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject: *Re: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

By "genealogical education" do you mean formal programming, or are you
also referring to one-on-one more informal teaching as well? Are you
looking for "how we done it good" type of articles?

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of Libraries Unlimited's
bestselling *Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians,
Archivists, and Volunteers.*
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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Wed Nov 8 12:54:09 2017
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2017 17:54:09 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Explore RELIC (November 2017)
Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD1101413E610C@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
EXPLORE RELIC
November 2017 - The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local
History (RELIC)

Start your historical journey here. RELIC's email newsletter highlights upcoming
free events and happenings. Genealogy and local Virginia history is our specialty
as a service provided by the Prince William Public Library. We're located at Bull
Run Regional Library and you can always find more about us at
www.pwcgov.org/library/relic<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic>

RESEARCHING VIRGINIA FAMILIES: THE CHALLENGES AND REWARDS
?
Learn about the many and varied resources available to trace your
Virginia ancestors. RELIC staff genealogist Darlene Hunter will describe official
records (and their substitutes), compiled records, finding aids and institutional
records. She will also provide examples of how to locate and utilize them to
document your Virginia genealogy.
Thursday, November 9, 11:00 a.m.<http://pwcgov.evanced.info/eventsignup.asp?
ID=39293&rts=&disptype=&ret=eventcalendar.asp&pointer=&returnToSearch=&num=0&ad=&dt
=mo&mo=11/1/2017&df=calendar&EventType=ALL&Lib=2&AgeGroup=ALL&LangType=0&WindowMode
=&noheader=&lad=&pub=1&nopub=&page=&pgdisp=>
RIGHT HAND MAN?

ALEXANDER HAMILTON?S RELATIONSHIP WITH GEORGE WASHINGTON: THE

MUSICAL VS. THE REALITY*
?
Washington scholar, Peter R. Henriques, examines Alexander Hamilton?s
relationship with George Washington as portrayed in Hamilton, the blockbuster
Broadway musical. How important was it? Were the men friends? What caused their
falling out during the American Revolution? Dr. Henriques, Professor of History,
Emeritus, from George Mason University, is the author of numerous books and
articles, including Realistic Visionary: A Portrait of George
Washington<http://bit.ly/2u7U7Fz>, which will be available for purchase. He has
informed and entertained audiences at Colonial Williamsburg, Gadsby's Tavern, and
numerous other venues including Bull Run Regional Library.
Tuesday, November 28, 7:00 p.m.<http://pwcgov.evanced.info/eventsignup.asp?
ID=39291&rts=&disptype=&ret=eventcalendar.asp&pointer=&returnToSearch=&num=0&ad=&dt
=mo&mo=11/1/2017&df=calendar&EventType=ALL&Lib=2&AgeGroup=ALL&LangType=0&WindowMode
=&noheader=&lad=&pub=1&nopub=&page=&pgdisp=>

=========================

RELIC INSIDER:

GRAVE ENCOUNTERS

Close to 500 cemeteries have been identified in Prince William County. The
earliest-known surviving grave marker dates to 1690 (Rose Peters, now at Rippon
Lodge). Very few engraved stones date before 1800. Tombstones apparently weren?t
a high priority during the colonial period, or were expensive and difficult to
obtain. Many of the old family graveyards have only rough ?field stones.?

During the Great Depression, both the Works Progress Administration (W.P.A.) and
the DAR (Daughters of the American Revolution) took a hand at reading and
transcribing old gravestones around the county. Not surprisingly, though each
group sometimes covered the same cemetery, they often found different markers and
read the same stones differently.

In 1981, E.R. Conner III of Catharpin, Virginia, wrote and published One Hundred
Old Cemeteries of Prince William County. His work, considered more accurate than
the previous abstracts, includes cemetery diagrams as well as historical
information. Later that decade, the Prince William County Genealogical Society
began collecting cemetery data and published books on the Manassas City Cemetery
and St. Paul?s Church (Haymarket). (See the PWCGS books at
http://eservice.pwcgov.org/library/digitalLibrary/)

Since the 1990s, Ron Turner, now of Gainesville, Virginia, has added greatly to the
number of known cemeteries, working on his own and with local residents having
special knowledge. His work is now available online at
www.pwcvirginia.com<http://www.pwcvirginia.com>.
Some of his research was funded
by the Prince William County Historical Commission. The data on each cemetery
includes GPS readings, as well as abbreviated data about each grave.

Within the past couple of years, David Cuff, webmaster for Historic Prince William
(HPW), has posted a map showing the locations of all known cemeteries in Prince
William County: http://www.historicprincewilliam.org, with links to Ron Turner?s
cemetery data. HPW is also active in uncovering and preserving local cemeteries.

RELIC has compiled a set of eight notebooks with cemetery data compiled from
multiple sources, including Ron Turner, E. R. Conner, the DAR and WPA reports, plus
a variety of special reports and news clippings. A portion of the county?s
cemetery data can now also be read online at
www.findagrave.com<http://www.findagrave.com> and
www.billiongraves.com<http://www.billiongraves.com>.

=============

COMING UP

GENEALOGY 101: GETTING STARTED
Discovering your family's history is both fun and rewarding. Genealogy Librarian
Tish Como will demonstrate the essential first steps to take, and resources to
use ? most of which are available for free through the library ? to ensure that
your research is accurate, complete and well-documented.
Thursday, December 14, 2017, 11:00 a.m.
FAMILY TREE MAKER 2017: AN OVERVIEW
Genealogist Cheryl Day has used Family Tree Maker (FTM) software since 2002; she
served as beta tester for the newest version of Family Tree Maker Genealogy
Software (released by MacKiev). Join her for an overview of the main features of
FTM 2017 including syncing technology built together with Ancestry, plus
integration with FamilySearch, color coding, a photo repair tool and much more.
Tuesday, January 9, 2018 7:00 p.m.
GENEALOGY 201: BEYOND THE BASICS
Genealogy Librarian Tish Como will discuss effective research strategies and
demonstrate advanced techniques for successfully searching and evaluating free
online genealogy / history resources. See how information found in census,
newspapers, passenger lists, maps, books and manuscripts can add detail and
interest to your family history.
Thursday, January 11, 2018, 11:00 a.m.

==========

To read the latest lists of new materials available please click on What's New in
RELIC http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relic-news.aspx

Unless otherwise stated, all of the preceding programs will take place at Bull Run
Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, Virginia. Programs may last from
60 to 90 minutes. You may register for any of these free programs at 703-792-4540
or mail to: relic2 at pwcgov.org.

You may also register online at RELIC Programs
http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relic-programs.aspx
by clicking on the program date. Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided
by the Friends of Bull Run Library.* To be notified of upcoming library programs
and activities, you may sign up for the PWPLS newsletter.
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From homanj at cclsys.org Wed Nov 8 15:40:35 2017
From: homanj at cclsys.org (Homan, Joyce)
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2017 15:40:35 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
In-Reply-To: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
References: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<D2BE78EB73B695498E8585BCFF18F29B034CC8570DC3@anakin.int.cclib.lib.pa.us>
We offer a new slate of classes at our library every quarter (genealogy as well as
other computer-related classes), and we usually offer one Genealogy 101 class and
one subject class. Ours have included getting started with Ancestry, military
records, and Eastern European records so far. I would be happy to send my handouts
and PowerPoints to you, Drew, though I would very much be curious to know what
other libraries and archives are offering, too!
Joyce Homan, MLIS
Reference Librarian
Cambria County Library
248 Main Street
Johnstown, PA 15901
Phone: (814) 536-5131 ext. 212
Fax: (814) 536-6905
________________________________________

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew [dsmith at usf.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, November 08, 2017 10:13 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
All,
I need your help.
I have just begun a study into how libraries and archives conduct genealogical
education for their patrons. A search I made of the library literature did not
produce anything relevant to this topic, although if anyone knows of an article
about this that I may have overlooked, I would be extremely grateful if you would
send the citation my way. My long-term goal is to contribute to the library
literature on this topic.
To begin my study, I want to survey the genealogical library/archive community to
see what is already being taught to patrons, and how it is being taught.
If you
are willing to share some or all of your materials (handouts, outlines,
PowerPoints, links to tutorials, etc.) that you have produced to assist with
teaching your patrons genealogical research skills at any level, would you send a
copy of those to me?
If you would, please send your materials directly to me (dsmith at usf.edu, and not
to the list). Also, if you would put ?Genealogy education study? in the subject
line, that will help me manage the incoming material.
If you have any questions about this study, you can reply here or email me directly
at dsmith at usf.edu.
Thank you in advance for any assistance you?re able to give.
Regards,
Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
From EHayes at lclsonline.org Wed Nov 8 15:54:21 2017
From: EHayes at lclsonline.org (Elaine Hayes)
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2017 20:54:21 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
In-Reply-To:
<D2BE78EB73B695498E8585BCFF18F29B034CC8570DC3@anakin.int.cclib.lib.pa.us>
References: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
<D2BE78EB73B695498E8585BCFF18F29B034CC8570DC3@anakin.int.cclib.lib.pa.us>
Message-ID: <F50885AD31B07F42BC09401EECA4C10C625A918D@LCLExch2010.lcls.local>
I do quarterly genealogy classes also. I always do the Genealogy Basics and a
Genealogy: Beyond the Basics class but the third class is a special class. For the
special class I've done Irish, German, Jewish, Native American, Military, DNA,
African American, Immigration, Hispanic/Latino, Royalty, British Ancestors, etc. In
the basics class I cover forms, where to save your information, Ancestry basics,
FamilySearch basics, census and vital records. In beyond the basics I talk about
wills, land records, military records and church records and some of the free sites
like FindAGrave, the National Archives, glorecords.blm.gov, Ellis Island, etc. I've
have PowerPoints for all of these if you are interested. I also present my "special
classes" to the local genealogy society once or twice a year. DNA and Native

American classes have been popular lately.
Elaine
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Homan, Joyce
Sent: Wednesday, November 08, 2017 1:41 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
We offer a new slate of classes at our library every quarter (genealogy as well as
other computer-related classes), and we usually offer one Genealogy 101 class and
one subject class. Ours have included getting started with Ancestry, military
records, and Eastern European records so far. I would be happy to send my handouts
and PowerPoints to you, Drew, though I would very much be curious to know what
other libraries and archives are offering, too!
Joyce Homan, MLIS
Reference Librarian
Cambria County Library
248 Main Street
Johnstown, PA 15901
Phone: (814) 536-5131 ext. 212
Fax: (814) 536-6905
________________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew [dsmith at usf.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, November 08, 2017 10:13 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
All,
I need your help.
I have just begun a study into how libraries and archives conduct genealogical
education for their patrons. A search I made of the library literature did not
produce anything relevant to this topic, although if anyone knows of an article
about this that I may have overlooked, I would be extremely grateful if you would
send the citation my way. My long-term goal is to contribute to the library
literature on this topic.
To begin my study, I want to survey the genealogical library/archive community to
see what is already being taught to patrons, and how it is being taught.
If you
are willing to share some or all of your materials (handouts, outlines,
PowerPoints, links to tutorials, etc.) that you have produced to assist with
teaching your patrons genealogical research skills at any level, would you send a
copy of those to me?
If you would, please send your materials directly to me (dsmith at usf.edu, and not
to the list). Also, if you would put "Genealogy education study" in the subject
line, that will help me manage the incoming material.
If you have any questions about this study, you can reply here or email me directly
at dsmith at usf.edu.
Thank you in advance for any assistance you're able to give.

Regards,
Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From ellen at barrfinancial.com Wed Nov 8 16:14:33 2017
From: ellen at barrfinancial.com (Ellen Barr)
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2017 21:14:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
In-Reply-To: <B75B81C5-30D1-4979-9868-67954C2F2706@usf.edu>
References: <B75B81C5-30D1-4979-9868-67954C2F2706@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <647F652B-2A9E-4718-9C19-589CCCE477FB@barrfinancial.com>
Thanks
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 8, 2017, at 10:19 AM, Smith, Andrew <dsmith at usf.edu<mailto:dsmith at
usf.edu>> wrote:
Hi AnnEllen,
Thanks for your response, but just to be clear, I?m hoping to hear directly from
librarians and archivists about the educational programming they do for their
patrons. I do know that genealogists themselves have a variety of ways to become
educated (society meetings, conferences, webinars, etc.), but because my study is
about what librarians themselves are doing, those other methods are outside the
scope of my study.
Drew
From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> on behalf of Ellen Barr <ellen at
barrfinancial.com<mailto:ellen at barrfinancial.com>>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Date: Wednesday, November 8, 2017 at 10:30 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
To:
Re:

Andrew Smith:
Genealogy Education

Most patrons of libraries are well-advised to join genealogical
organizations/groups in their areas and in the areas of study.
I myself belong to the Oconto (WI) Genealogical Society since I get much very
relevant information about my ancestors (in that
Area 18763 ? 1920) plus some photos or information I would not even have thought to
search out.
We genealogists are mostly self-educated by listening to lectures at our

genealogical societies, attending Genealogical Workshops
Or seminars.
When you listen to a good speaker, even if the subject is not what
you thought you needed it gives you little ideas of where to
Search or how to tailor your search to your goal.
Many community colleges offer genealogical courses for those not actually pursuing
a degree but merely enhancing their knowledge.
I hope this has helped you. I don?t know of any libraries that direct their
outreach to educating patrons; it?s a do-it-yourself endeavor!
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you need enhancement of any of the points
I?ve raised.
AnnEllen Barr
ellen at BarrFinancial.com<mailto:ellen at BarrFinancial.com>
This message (including any attachments) contains confidential information intended
for a specific recipient and purpose. If you are not the intended recipient, you
should delete this message. Any disclosure, copying, or distribution of this
message, or the taking of any action based on it, is prohibited.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
This message (including any attachments) contains confidential information intended
for a specific recipient and purpose. If you are not the intended recipient, you
should delete this message. Any disclosure, copying, or distribution of this
message, or the taking of any action based on it, is prohibited.
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From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Wed Nov 8 16:17:02 2017
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2017 21:17:02 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
In-Reply-To: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
References: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<DM5PR09MB1817068029690959DDEA3268AC560@DM5PR09MB1817.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Drew, I present two beginning genealogy programs a year, one in May and one in
November. In March I give an intermediate program and in July I give an advanced
one. I also present two programs a year for our local genealogy interest group,
Grapevine Name Droppers. The beginning program with take-home packets is intended
for people with little to no genealogical experience, or who want a refresher. The
other programs entail focusing on a specific subject ? women, passenger lists,
Scots-Irish, city directories, etc., for which I provide handouts. I always present
with PowerPoint.
I?ll be happy to send some material soon.
Nancy
[GV LIBRARY Logo CMYK]
Maxwell
Genealogy Librarian

Nancy

Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way|Grapevine, TX 76051
P: 817-410-3429 | F: 817-410-3084 | E: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, November 08, 2017 9:13 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
All,
I need your help.
I have just begun a study into how libraries and archives conduct genealogical
education for their patrons. A search I made of the library literature did not
produce anything relevant to this topic, although if anyone knows of an article
about this that I may have overlooked, I would be extremely grateful if you would
send the citation my way. My long-term goal is to contribute to the library
literature on this topic.
To begin my study, I want to survey the genealogical library/archive community to
see what is already being taught to patrons, and how it is being taught.
If you
are willing to share some or all of your materials (handouts, outlines,
PowerPoints, links to tutorials, etc.) that you have produced to assist with
teaching your patrons genealogical research skills at any level, would you send a
copy of those to me?
If you would, please send your materials directly to me (dsmith at
usf.edu<mailto:dsmith at usf.edu>, and not to the list). Also, if you would put ?
Genealogy education study? in the subject line, that will help me manage the
incoming material.
If you have any questions about this study, you can reply here or email me directly
at dsmith at usf.edu<mailto:dsmith at usf.edu>.
Thank you in advance for any assistance you?re able to give.
Regards,
Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
*** External email communication ? Please use caution before clicking links and/or
opening attachments ***
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From genbook at gmail.com Wed Nov 8 19:29:44 2017
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Wed, 8 Nov 2017 19:29:44 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
In-Reply-To:
<DM5PR09MB1817068029690959DDEA3268AC560@DM5PR09MB1817.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
<DM5PR09MB1817068029690959DDEA3268AC560@DM5PR09MB1817.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhW0FpndyBkJ1DLF-09wJPEtLbMLq2njpGy00U3uCbYm4w@mail.gmail.com>
My old library has this on their web site. It was started after I
retired: "*Think
Genealogy It's Saturday:* Join us for our monthly genealogy series on the
fourth Saturday of every month from September through June. Taught by Staff
Genealogist Barb Koehler, each session features tips, tools, discussions,
and demonstrations on different topic each month! 10:15-11 am in the Local
History & Genealogy Division, 2nd floor, Rundel Memorial Building"
Larry Naukam
On Wed, Nov 8, 2017 at 4:17 PM, Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>
wrote:
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Drew, I present two beginning genealogy programs a year, one in May and
one in November. In March I give an intermediate program and in July I give
an advanced one. I also present two programs a year for our local genealogy
interest group, Grapevine Name Droppers. The beginning program with
take-home packets is intended for people with little to no genealogical
experience, or who want a refresher. The other programs entail focusing on
a specific subject ? women, passenger lists, Scots-Irish, city directories,
etc., for which I provide handouts. I always present with PowerPoint.

I?ll be happy to send some material soon.

Nancy

[image: GV LIBRARY Logo CMYK]
Nancy Maxwell
Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
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Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way|Grapevine, TX 76051
P: 817-410-3429 <(817)%20410-3429> | F: 817-410-3084 <(817)%20410-3084> |
E: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Smith, Andrew
*Sent:* Wednesday, November 08, 2017 9:13 AM
*To:* Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested

All,

I need your help.

I have just begun a study into how libraries and archives conduct
genealogical education for their patrons. A search I made of the library
literature did not produce anything relevant to this topic, although if
anyone knows of an article about this that I may have overlooked, I would
be extremely grateful if you would send the citation my way. My long-term
goal is to contribute to the library literature on this topic.

To begin my study, I want to survey the genealogical library/archive
community to see what is already being taught to patrons, and how it is
being taught.
If you are willing to share some or all of your materials
(handouts, outlines, PowerPoints, links to tutorials, etc.) that you have
produced to assist with teaching your patrons genealogical research skills
at any level, would you send a copy of those to me?

If you would, please send your materials directly to me (dsmith at usf.edu,
and not to the list). Also, if you would put ?Genealogy education study?
in the subject line, that will help me manage the incoming material.

If you have any questions about this study, you can reply here or email me
directly at dsmith at usf.edu.

Thank you in advance for any assistance you?re able to give.

Regards,

>
>
>
> Drew Smith
>
> Associate Librarian
>
> USF Libraries
>
> *** External email communication ? Please use caution before clicking
> links and/or opening attachments ***
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
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From lynn.baden at ylpl.org Thu Nov 9 12:29:16 2017
From: lynn.baden at ylpl.org (Lynn Baden)
Date: Thu, 9 Nov 2017 09:29:16 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
In-Reply-To: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
References: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <00f401d35980$45147190$cf3d54b0$@baden@ylpl.org>
Hi Drew,

I differ from the other librarians who have responded so far. I am a reference
librarian who does some genealogy programming.

In October we partner with the local genealogical society. We have the program they
have organized in our community room.

I organize one program each month ? March, April and May. 2018 will be my second
year of doing this. I have lecturers in. Last year the program was mostly for
beginners and people who wanted a review of familysearch.org and AncestryLibrary.

In 2018 we?ll have people in to talk about cemeteries, female resources and to
explain how to build heirloom books.

For a few years now, I have been holding a program called Ancestor Answers. It runs
the second and fourth Monday evening of every month. I recruited volunteers from
the local genealogical society to help patrons with beginning their genealogies or
helping people with problems they are having with their genealogies. Everyone who
attends gets a packet. We have 0-9 patrons show up. I have had to jump in and help
on occasion because there might be too many patrons for the number of volunteers
who have showed up.

Lynn V Baden
Yorba Linda Public library
Yorba Linda, CA 92886

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, November 08, 2017 7:13 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested

All,

I need your help.

I have just begun a study into how libraries and archives conduct genealogical
education for their patrons. A search I made of the library literature did not
produce anything relevant to this topic, although if anyone knows of an article
about this that I may have overlooked, I would be extremely grateful if you would
send the citation my way. My long-term goal is to contribute to the library
literature on this topic.

To begin my study, I want to survey the genealogical library/archive community to
see what is already being taught to patrons, and how it is being taught.
If you
are willing to share some or all of your materials (handouts, outlines,
PowerPoints, links to tutorials, etc.) that you have produced to assist with
teaching your patrons genealogical research skills at any level, would you send a
copy of those to me?

If you would, please send your materials directly to me (dsmith at usf.edu, and not

to the list). Also, if you would put ?Genealogy education study? in the subject
line, that will help me manage the incoming material.

If you have any questions about this study, you can reply here or email me directly
at dsmith at usf.edu.

Thank you in advance for any assistance you?re able to give.

Regards,

Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From jgramlich at akronlibrary.org Fri Nov 10 10:51:14 2017
From: jgramlich at akronlibrary.org (Gramlich, Jane)
Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2017 15:51:14 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
In-Reply-To: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
References: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <49EB0C0D9CFD4E4FB4183D4B17C7A88E1FD5D8C2@ExchangeMail.akronlibrary.org>
Drew,
We have a very active genealogy education program. We currently offer a dozen
recurring genealogy classes including sessions on getting started, censuses,
African American, immigration, and sessions on specific databases including
Ancestry and Findmypast. All of these are original content developed by our staff.
They are well-attended and we have gotten many positive comments. We also host
local genealogy speakers as well as nationally-known speakers 2-3 times a year and
have an annual Late Night at the Library event. Next year, we?re reaching out to
area genealogy societies to offer presentations on our resources and services. So
far, we?ve received presentation requests from four groups.
Our current and upcoming schedule can be found on flyers on our website:
http://www.akronlibrary.org/locations/main-library/special-collections/classes-andevents
I?ll be in touch to send you specific materials.
Jane Gramlich
Librarian, Special Collections

Akron-Summit County Public Library
60 S. High St.
Akron, Ohio 44326
330-643-9030
jgramlich at akronlibrary.org<mailto:jgramlich at akronlibrary.org>
speccollections at akronlibrary.org<mailto:speccollections at akronlibrary.org>
[CharacterValueLogo-small]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, November 8, 2017 10:13 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
All,
I need your help.
I have just begun a study into how libraries and archives conduct genealogical
education for their patrons. A search I made of the library literature did not
produce anything relevant to this topic, although if anyone knows of an article
about this that I may have overlooked, I would be extremely grateful if you would
send the citation my way. My long-term goal is to contribute to the library
literature on this topic.
To begin my study, I want to survey the genealogical library/archive community to
see what is already being taught to patrons, and how it is being taught.
If you
are willing to share some or all of your materials (handouts, outlines,
PowerPoints, links to tutorials, etc.) that you have produced to assist with
teaching your patrons genealogical research skills at any level, would you send a
copy of those to me?
If you would, please send your materials directly to me (dsmith at
usf.edu<mailto:dsmith at usf.edu>, and not to the list). Also, if you would put ?
Genealogy education study? in the subject line, that will help me manage the
incoming material.
If you have any questions about this study, you can reply here or email me directly
at dsmith at usf.edu<mailto:dsmith at usf.edu>.
Thank you in advance for any assistance you?re able to give.
Regards,
Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
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From l.kuntzman at sjcpl.org Fri Nov 10 13:20:26 2017
From: l.kuntzman at sjcpl.org (Lauren Kuntzman)
Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2017 13:20:26 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Presenter with Experience in Hispanic Research?
Message-ID: <CADK_Re0WvQuRLVwufcGZxNDx+AkpOGbhmaiG33NSRtQ+1uJhaw@mail.gmail.com>
Hello, all,
Next April, SJCPL is trying to plan a family history workshop that would
reach out to our local Hispanic community. While I've browsed APG's
website and the Genealogical Speaker Guild's site, I haven't really found
anyone with this specialty in the area of Indiana.
I'm hoping someone on this listserv could make a recommendation of a
presenter who can speak about Hispanic research. We'd prefer someone who
is bilingual. We'd also prefer someone who lives in Indiana (or a
surrounding state) who could come to the area and present in person -though we are considering presentation via webinar if necessary. (And, of
course, our budget for travel/speaking fees is somewhat limited.)
I would sincerely appreciate any suggestions you can provide!
Best,
Lauren Kuntzman
-Lauren E. Kuntzman
Local & Family History Services
St. Joseph County Public Library
304 South Main Street
South Bend, IN 46601
Department Phone: 574-282-4621 <(574)%20282-4621>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171110/
c6fdb4fe/attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Fri Nov 10 13:25:50 2017
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Fri, 10 Nov 2017 13:25:50 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Presenter with Experience in Hispanic Research?
In-Reply-To: <CADK_Re0WvQuRLVwufcGZxNDx+AkpOGbhmaiG33NSRtQ+1uJhaw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CADK_Re0WvQuRLVwufcGZxNDx+AkpOGbhmaiG33NSRtQ+1uJhaw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhV1SK4TNizayXpchMCBQ6v2MJcO4EwNqX7OCZDqVfqx3A@mail.gmail.com>
A genealogist local to us in NY, suggested that we try the BCG web site,
which lets you filter speakers by location and specialty. Also try the GSG.
http://www.genealogicalspeakersguild.org/
https://bcgcertification.org/directory/dir_category/cglsm/
Larry Naukam
On Fri, Nov 10, 2017 at 1:20 PM, Lauren Kuntzman <l.kuntzman at sjcpl.org>
wrote:

> Hello, all,
>
> Next April, SJCPL is trying to plan a family history workshop that would
> reach out to our local Hispanic community. While I've browsed APG's
> website and the Genealogical Speaker Guild's site, I haven't really found
> anyone with this specialty in the area of Indiana.
>
> I'm hoping someone on this listserv could make a recommendation of a
> presenter who can speak about Hispanic research. We'd prefer someone who
> is bilingual. We'd also prefer someone who lives in Indiana (or a
> surrounding state) who could come to the area and present in person -> though we are considering presentation via webinar if necessary. (And, of
> course, our budget for travel/speaking fees is somewhat limited.)
>
> I would sincerely appreciate any suggestions you can provide!
>
> Best,
> Lauren Kuntzman
>
> ->
> Lauren E. Kuntzman
> Local & Family History Services
> St. Joseph County Public Library
> 304 South Main Street
> South Bend, IN 46601
> Department Phone: 574-282-4621 <(574)%20282-4621>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171110/5a9a4047/
attachment.html>
From EErnst at dar.org Mon Nov 13 13:50:20 2017
From: EErnst at dar.org (Ernst, Elizabeth)
Date: Mon, 13 Nov 2017 18:50:20 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
In-Reply-To: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
References: <EB5FE614-19AC-4071-A70B-EF4CF3FE329B@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <D0A568A1E8C49A48969F5625956D55B014B7861E@Mail3>
Drew,
Here at the DAR library we have offered both Genealogy 101 lectures as well as
Library Lectures from various authors. These lectures are free and open to the
public. We try to vary the presentations between regular weekdays and Saturdays in
order to reach the greatest number of people. Many of these have been taped and
are available online for those people who are unable to make it into our Library.
Here is the link to our past offerings:
https://www.dar.org/library/services/online-library-lectures
I hope this is helpful to you!

Elizabeth
Elizabeth J. Ernst
Catalog Librarian
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
eernst at dar.org<mailto:eernst at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<http://www.dar.org/library>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Wednesday, November 08, 2017 10:13 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy education study - your help requested
All,
I need your help.
I have just begun a study into how libraries and archives conduct genealogical
education for their patrons. A search I made of the library literature did not
produce anything relevant to this topic, although if anyone knows of an article
about this that I may have overlooked, I would be extremely grateful if you would
send the citation my way. My long-term goal is to contribute to the library
literature on this topic.
To begin my study, I want to survey the genealogical library/archive community to
see what is already being taught to patrons, and how it is being taught.
If you
are willing to share some or all of your materials (handouts, outlines,
PowerPoints, links to tutorials, etc.) that you have produced to assist with
teaching your patrons genealogical research skills at any level, would you send a
copy of those to me?
If you would, please send your materials directly to me (dsmith at
usf.edu<mailto:dsmith at usf.edu>, and not to the list). Also, if you would put ?
Genealogy education study? in the subject line, that will help me manage the
incoming material.
If you have any questions about this study, you can reply here or email me directly
at dsmith at usf.edu<mailto:dsmith at usf.edu>.
Thank you in advance for any assistance you?re able to give.
Regards,
Drew Smith
Associate Librarian
USF Libraries
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171113/
c35a07c8/attachment.html>

From sholl at slcl.org Tue Nov 14 11:51:15 2017
From: sholl at slcl.org (Scott Holl)
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2017 10:51:15 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Part-time opening,
St. Louis County Library History & Genealogy Department
Message-ID: <CANSXF44ZjCpb4EKy0a05uutjDj8Vx7kNzaedaK3SLjYC307y-w@mail.gmail.com>
The St. Louis County (MO) Library History & Genealogy Department has a
part-time opening for the position of Library Assistant III. Experience in
genealogical research is strongly preferred. The full description and
application is at:
https://www5.recruitingcenter.net/Clients/slcl/PublicJobs/controller.cfm?
jbaction=JobProfile&Job_Id=11148&esid=az

Scott Holl
Manager, History & Genealogy Department
1640 S. Lindbergh Blvd. | St. Louis, MO 63131
*tel* 314-994-3300 ext.2074 | *fax* 314-997-7602
www.slcl.org/genealogy
<http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.slcl.org
%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEH5FOGkEUtzXijen7aJiw-JkJX6Q>
| map
<https://www.google.com/maps/place/1640+S+Lindbergh+Blvd/@38.6301169,90.4049885,16z/data=!4m2!3m1!1s0x87d8cce775ef310b:0x1695044a233dfcdf?hl=en>
| email <sholle at slcl.org>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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attachment.html>
From education at nygbs.org Tue Nov 14 14:12:14 2017
From: education at nygbs.org (Education)
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2017 19:12:14 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Special pricing on New York reference books
Message-ID:
<CY4PR01MB27253E0E16C87A7CD34EB057AF280@CY4PR01MB2725.prod.exchangelabs.com>
Special Library pricing on must-have New York reference books!
The NYG&B's award-winning* guide, New York City Municipal Archives: An Authorized
Guide for Family Historians by Aaron Goodwin is available for special library
pricing through December 31. Save 12.5% with this
link<https://newyorkfamilyhistory.z2systems.com/np/clients/newyorkfamilyhistory/
giftstore.jsp> (nygbs.org/store).
New York City Municipal Archives: An Authorized Guide for Family Historians
By Aaron Goodwin; Harry Macy Jr., consulting editor
2016. Softcover, 7 x 10, 245 pages. Retail $40. Library special $35.
ISBN: 978-0-692-31998-7
The New York Family History Research Guide and Gazetteer - Revised edition. This
"must have" reference work will be back in print by year-end. Special library

pricing of $80 is available in our online
store<https://newyorkfamilyhistory.z2systems.com/np/clients/newyorkfamilyhistory/
giftstore.jsp> (nygbs.org/store).
New York Family History Research Guide and Gazetteer - Revised Edition
2017. Softcover, 8.5 x 11, 2 volumes, 856 pages, including place-name index. Retail
$90. Library special $80.
ISBN: 978-0-692-31998-7
* Winner-2017 National Genealogical Society Award for Excellence: Genealogical
Methods and Sources. The New York Family History Research Guide and Gazetteer was
the 2016 winner of this prestigious award. `
Please feel free to contact me off-list if you have any questions.
Regards, Sue
Susan (Sue) R. Miller
Director of Programs | New York Genealogical and Biographical Society
36 West 44th Street, Suite 711 | New York, NY 10036 | 212-755-8532 x211
Tuesday, November 28 is Giving Tools Day! You can provide the tools the NYG&B
needs to fulfill its mission. Learn more at
www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org/donate<http://www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org/donate>, or
visit our blog<http://newyorkfamilyhistory.org/blog>,
Facebook<http://facebook.com/nyfamilyhistory> or
Twitter<http://twitter.com/nyfamilyhistory>.
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely
for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. This message
contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If
you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this
e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this email by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not the
intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or
taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly
prohibited.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From swopesea85 at gmail.com Tue Nov 14 16:59:33 2017
From: swopesea85 at gmail.com (Sharyl Swope)
Date: Tue, 14 Nov 2017 13:59:33 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] GFO Items Free for Postage + Items for Sale
Message-ID: <CAFFveiELpcJj5QhsOu7y8UFdQ8gh3V0Pc--mmwk89qNVL5gN-A@mail.gmail.com>
Hi,
I'm a volunteer with the Genealogical Forum of Oregon and we have a list of
items that we are offering free for postage. In addition, I've noted the
URL for the GFO Surplus Books for Sale list.
*Free for Postage*

I've attached a PDF below with a detailed list.
bag of US microfilm and publications.

This list (#4) is a mixed

Please respond to me directly and we can work out the details of delivery
and payment.
*Surplus Items for Sale*
Also, noted below is the URL for the GFO list of Surplus Books for Sale.
This list get updated about once a month (note the date at the top of each
page). So, please be aware that items do get sold and then not taken off
on the list for awhile.
The process for handling sales is *separate* from the Free for Postage
activity. The instructions are noted on the web page.
http://gfo.org/support-us/shop/surplusbooksales.html
Thanks,
Sharyl Swope
GFO Volunteer
Email: swopesea85 at gmail.com
Cell: 206-498-1241 <%28206%29%20498-1241>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171114/65a5e022/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: GFO Free Items #4.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 147078 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171114/65a5e022/
attachment-0001.pdf>
From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org Wed Nov 15 10:00:44 2017
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2017 15:00:44 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Yours for postage: War of the Rebellion of the Union and
Confederate Armies
Message-ID: <7e54570c07a243a3a0aafc126c8f2ff5@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Decent condition. We 'd prefer to send this out as a collection, not as single
replacement volumes.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org

We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171115/
d78d8a49/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: image001.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171115/
d78d8a49/attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Copy of War of the Rebellion of the Union and Confederate Armies
Inventory.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 9303 bytes
Desc: Copy of War of the Rebellion of the Union and Confederate Armies
Inventory.xlsx
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171115/
d78d8a49/attachment.xlsx>
From jtpenny87 at gmail.com Wed Nov 15 20:04:28 2017
From: jtpenny87 at gmail.com (Teresa Penny)
Date: Thu, 16 Nov 2017 01:04:28 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Yours for postage: War of the Rebellion of the Union
and Confederate Armies
In-Reply-To: <7e54570c07a243a3a0aafc126c8f2ff5@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
References: <7e54570c07a243a3a0aafc126c8f2ff5@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Message-ID: <CAB3bRZSUkmRAphhd9nSyuf8gtO7OVAE+xC9OLBdmM22seRqcwA@mail.gmail.com>
Is this still available?? Would love the set for our library.
Teresa Penny
Groesbeck Public Library
Groesbeck, Texas
On Wed, Nov 15, 2017 at 9:00 AM Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Decent condition. We ?d prefer to send this out as a collection, not as
single replacement volumes.

*Elizabeth A. Glasgow*

* Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor Warren-Trumbull County
Public Library 444 Mahoning Ave. NW Warren, Ohio 44483 (330) 399-8807,
Ext.120*

> *glasgowe at wtcpl.org <glasgowe at wtcpl.org>*
>
> *We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth. *
> * John Lubbock*
>
>
>
> [image: WTCPL_Logo_Email]
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171116/54e3190a/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171116/54e3190a/
attachment.png>
From jtpenny87 at gmail.com Wed Nov 15 20:11:33 2017
From: jtpenny87 at gmail.com (Teresa Penny)
Date: Thu, 16 Nov 2017 01:11:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] GFO Items Free for Postage + Items for Sale
In-Reply-To: <CAFFveiELpcJj5QhsOu7y8UFdQ8gh3V0Pc--mmwk89qNVL5gN-A@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAFFveiELpcJj5QhsOu7y8UFdQ8gh3V0Pc--mmwk89qNVL5gN-A@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAB3bRZR6vryCfSP3VxMVBYyWGXN4tcbM1siPmnmvME_g34A9iw@mail.gmail.com>
I am interested in the Native American Rolls and the Texas Counties
Marriages
Please let me know if they are still available
Teresa Penny
Groesbeck Public Library
Groesbeck, Texas
On Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 3:59 PM Sharyl Swope <swopesea85 at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi,
I'm a volunteer with the Genealogical Forum of Oregon and we have a list
of items that we are offering free for postage. In addition, I've noted
the URL for the GFO Surplus Books for Sale list.
*Free for Postage*
I've attached a PDF below with a detailed list.
bag of US microfilm and publications.

This list (#4) is a mixed

Please respond to me directly and we can work out the details of delivery
and payment.

>
>
> *Surplus Items for Sale*
>
> Also, noted below is the URL for the GFO list of Surplus Books for Sale.
> This list get updated about once a month (note the date at the top of each
> page). So, please be aware that items do get sold and then not taken off
> on the list for awhile.
>
> The process for handling sales is *separate* from the Free for Postage
> activity. The instructions are noted on the web page.
> http://gfo.org/support-us/shop/surplusbooksales.html
>
>
> Thanks,
>
> Sharyl Swope
> GFO Volunteer
> Email: swopesea85 at gmail.com
> Cell: 206-498-1241 <%28206%29%20498-1241>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171116/8404ee62/
attachment.html>
From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org Thu Nov 16 11:56:38 2017
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Thu, 16 Nov 2017 16:56:38 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Yours for postage: War of the Rebellion of the Union
and Confederate Armies
In-Reply-To: <CAB3bRZSUkmRAphhd9nSyuf8gtO7OVAE+xC9OLBdmM22seRqcwA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <7e54570c07a243a3a0aafc126c8f2ff5@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
<CAB3bRZSUkmRAphhd9nSyuf8gtO7OVAE+xC9OLBdmM22seRqcwA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <eb4656cd07064f40b0eb2a5fa0b9f599@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Teresa,
Please e-mail me at the address below to work out the details.
Thanks!
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Teresa Penny
Sent: Wednesday, November 15, 2017 8:04 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Yours for postage: War of the Rebellion of the Union and
Confederate Armies
Is this still available?? Would love the set for our library.
Teresa Penny
Groesbeck Public Library
Groesbeck, Texas
On Wed, Nov 15, 2017 at 9:00 AM Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at
wtcpl.org<mailto:GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>> wrote:
Decent condition. We ?d prefer to send this out as a collection, not as single
replacement volumes.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org<mailto:glasgowe at wtcpl.org>
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171116/
ac8373ad/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: image001.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171116/
ac8373ad/attachment.png>
From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org Thu Nov 16 11:57:59 2017
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Thu, 16 Nov 2017 16:57:59 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FW: Yours for postage: War of the Rebellion of the Union
and Confederate Armies
In-Reply-To: <7e54570c07a243a3a0aafc126c8f2ff5@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
References: <7e54570c07a243a3a0aafc126c8f2ff5@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Message-ID: <bbf4ebd710524bdf9bc2f0e9b8502702@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Thanks everyone, the collection is spoken for.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow

Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
From: Elizabeth Glasgow
Sent: Wednesday, November 15, 2017 10:01 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu) <genealib
at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Yours for postage: War of the Rebellion of the Union and Confederate
Armies
Decent condition. We 'd prefer to send this out as a collection, not as single
replacement volumes.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org<mailto:glasgowe at wtcpl.org>
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171116/89a8ce89/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: image001.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171116/89a8ce89/
attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Copy of War of the Rebellion of the Union and Confederate Armies
Inventory.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 9303 bytes
Desc: Copy of War of the Rebellion of the Union and Confederate Armies
Inventory.xlsx
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171116/89a8ce89/

attachment.xlsx>
From BushCD at familysearch.org Thu Nov 16 16:26:22 2017
From: BushCD at familysearch.org (Cherie Bush)
Date: Thu, 16 Nov 2017 21:26:22 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Update from FamilySearch
Message-ID:
<CY4PR04MB0216E6DD90E2F88AF94CA0E7BD2E0@CY4PR04MB0216.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>
In case you didn't see this announcement:
https://media.familysearch.org/familysearch-free-sign-in-offers-greater-subscriberexperiences-and-benefits
FamilySearch Free Sign-in Offers Greater Subscriber Experiences and Benefits
Beginning December 13, 2017, patrons visiting FamilySearch.org will see a prompt to
register for a free FamilySearch account or sign in to their existing account to
continue enjoying all the free expanded benefits FamilySearch has to offer. Since
its launch in 1999, FamilySearch has added millions of users, billions of various
historical records, and many fun, new features like Family Tree, Memories, mobile
apps, digital books, and dynamic help. In order to accommodate continued growth of
these and future free services, FamilySearch must assure all its partners that its
content is offered in a safe and secure online environment. Patrons creating a free
account and signing in fulfills that need.
Patron sign in will also enable FamilySearch to satisfy the ongoing need for user
authentication. This authentication can deliver rich, personalized discovery,
collaboration, and help experiences. Simply put, signed-in visitors can access more
searchable content and enjoy more personalized services.
"A large percentage of our current site visitors are not benefiting from much of
what FamilySearch has to offer because they don't realize the need to simply sign
in with their free account to do so," said Steve Rockwood, FamilySearch CEO. "They
are basically arriving in the parking lot but not coming inside for the main
event," he said about website visitors who do not sign in.
FamilySearch is committed to patron privacy and does not share personal account
information with any third party without a patron's consent.
See Registering to use
FamilySearch.org<https://www.familysearch.org/ask/salesforce/viewArticle?
urlname=How-to-register-for-a-FamilySearch-Account-or-LDS-Account1381813676484&lang=en> for information about creating a free account.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
1. Do I have to pay for a FamilySearch account?
No. Your FamilySearch account is, and always will be, free.
2. How do I create a free FamilySearch account?
See Registering to use
FamilySearch.org<https://familysearch.org/ask/productSupport>. The only information
you will need is your first and last name, a username, a password, and an email or
mobile phone number.
3. What if I have forgotten my username or password?
*
See Recovering a forgotten username for signing in to
FamilySearch.org<https://www.familysearch.org/recover/password>.
*
See Recovering a forgotten password for signing in to
FamilySearch.org<https://www.familysearch.org/recover/username>.
4. Will you sell my information?
FamilySearch does not share your personal account information with any third party
without your consent.
5. How will my experience be enhanced?
FamilySearch offers many services and experiences that are free but that require
you to sign in as a subscriber to fully use. In addition to historical records and

Family Tree access, signed-in subscribers receive personalized experiences,
notifications, and other features (see above).
6. Why do users need to log in to perform searches or to create a family tree?
FamilySearch wants to provide you more access to records and a rich, personalized
experience with more successful discoveries. By signing in, you allow the
FamilySearch system to customize and deliver its best services to you.
7. How will my contact information be used?
*
Your information is used in the FamilySearch system to facilitate
collaboration between users (you control how much information is shared).
*
The Family Tree and Memories features display your username and any other
contact information you approve when using select features.
*
Your information allows you to send in-system messages to other users without
revealing your personal identity or email address.
*
FamilySearch will send you email and newsletters to keep you informed. You
can specify how much email, if any, you receive.
*
Your contact information is accessed when you contact the support group for
help.
8. Is there anything I can do without signing in?
Absolutely. There are still a number of things you can do on FamilySearch without
signing in. You can search the
catalog<https://www.familysearch.org/catalog/search>, digitized
books<https://books.familysearch.org/>,
genealogies<https://www.familysearch.org/family-trees>, the
Wiki<https://www.familysearch.org/wiki/en/Main_Page>, and the learning
center<https://www.familysearch.org/ask/landing?search=Getting
%20Started&show=lessons&message=true>. You can also view user-contributed photos
and stories<https://www.familysearch.org/photos/find>.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171116/3fc134e0/
attachment-0001.html>
From mcphilbrick at gmail.com Thu Nov 16 22:17:01 2017
From: mcphilbrick at gmail.com (Marcia Philbrick)
Date: Thu, 16 Nov 2017 21:17:01 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Affiliate Library Status
Message-ID: <CADaktm0C2yqayvvZT1V+OxPXjzOPewtwoVKeQRm8XOz5X48UtA@mail.gmail.com>
Can someone point me to the requirements for a public library to become an
Affiliate library?
Thank you
-Marcia Philbrick
Visual Worship Leader - Seneca United Methodist Church
<https://www.facebook.com/SenecaUnitedMethodist/?fref=ts>
Genealogist - Heartland Genealogy
<https://sites.google.com/site/heartlandgenealogy/>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171116/
e4cd2fa3/attachment.html>
From BushCD at familysearch.org

Fri Nov 17 09:08:53 2017

From: BushCD at familysearch.org (Cherie Bush)
Date: Fri, 17 Nov 2017 14:08:53 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Affiliate Library Status
In-Reply-To: <CADaktm0C2yqayvvZT1V+OxPXjzOPewtwoVKeQRm8XOz5X48UtA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CADaktm0C2yqayvvZT1V+OxPXjzOPewtwoVKeQRm8XOz5X48UtA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<CY4PR04MB0216546764211DE9D4A0DEC3BD2F0@CY4PR04MB0216.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>
FamilySearch is updating the affiliate library contract so we currently don?t have
anything. First quarter of 2018 I hope to announce that we are accepting new
libraries and will send out contracts. Hope that helps.
Cherie
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Marcia Philbrick
Sent: Thursday, November 16, 2017 8:17 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Affiliate Library Status
Can someone point me to the requirements for a public library to become an
Affiliate library?
Thank you
-Marcia Philbrick
Visual Worship Leader - Seneca United Methodist
Church<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__www.facebook.com_SenecaUnitedMethodist_-3Ffref3Dts&d=DwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=sp8C0SOp2DUhAjWqvYK4Rg5IwzYwxgO8YMXNuv661g&s=Lfam8EjRQW0stAl5XjiFyJ88KY9nOVcbrP0bVD7N8T4&e=>
Genealogist - Heartland Genealogy<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__sites.google.com_site_heartlandgenealogy_&d=DwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F
35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJ-Hp7QG3czg&m=sp8C0SOp2DUhAjWqvYK4Rg5IwzYwxgO8YMXNuv661g&s=wkKLj_IslEWnmMvGAU1QXDE8Ys7Wbdfk2T_ZfFXMy4w&e=>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171117/709569e4/
attachment.html>
From mccartj at Halifax.CA Fri Nov 17 10:42:05 2017
From: mccartj at Halifax.CA (McCarthy, Joanne)
Date: Fri, 17 Nov 2017 15:42:05 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Affiliate Library Status
In-Reply-To:
<CY4PR04MB0216546764211DE9D4A0DEC3BD2F0@CY4PR04MB0216.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CADaktm0C2yqayvvZT1V+OxPXjzOPewtwoVKeQRm8XOz5X48UtA@mail.gmail.com>,
<CY4PR04MB0216546764211DE9D4A0DEC3BD2F0@CY4PR04MB0216.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <1510933326114.92442@Halifax.CA>
I'd be interested in learning more about being an affiliate as well.

Joanne

Joanne McCarthy O'Leary
Local History and Genealogy Librarian
Halifax Central Library
5440 Spring Garden Road
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 1E9
902-490-5813 (phone)
902-490-5746 (fax)
www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca<https://webmail.halifax.ca/owa/redir.aspx?C=JAIfx0n00WRlXSI11CFNAXWFTbMIc8IvJ48mOOWcWqPPXhYo30QQ4o8aQvXN0js7qGGTitWQaE.&URL=http%3a
%2f%2fwww.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca>
Follow us on Twitter
http://twitter.com/hfxpublib<https://webmail.halifax.ca/owa/redir.aspx?
C=QKb31_ZsP0iMsGL1Tj8n-MtsRZ-43tEIMHZARJD1hQ6M9xd5O7PQbVDfGe2p8P_9WwNvfSrTUQ.&URL=http%3a%2f%2ftwitter.com%2fhfxpublib>
Visit us on Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/hfxpublib<https://webmail.halifax.ca/owa/redir.aspx?
C=QKb31_ZsP0iMsGL1Tj8n-MtsRZ-43tEIMHZARJD1hQ6M9xd5O7PQbVDfGe2p8P_9WwNvfSrTUQ.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.facebook.com%2fhfxpublib>
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Cherie Bush <BushCD at familysearch.org>
Sent: November 17, 2017 10:08 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Affiliate Library Status
FamilySearch is updating the affiliate library contract so we currently don't have
anything. First quarter of 2018 I hope to announce that we are accepting new
libraries and will send out contracts. Hope that helps.
Cherie
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Marcia Philbrick
Sent: Thursday, November 16, 2017 8:17 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Affiliate Library Status
Can someone point me to the requirements for a public library to become an
Affiliate library?
Thank you
-Marcia Philbrick
Visual Worship Leader - Seneca United Methodist
Church<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__www.facebook.com_SenecaUnitedMethodist_-3Ffref3Dts&d=DwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=sp8C0SOp2DUhAjWqvYK4Rg5IwzYwxgO8YMXNuv661g&s=Lfam8EjRQW0stAl5XjiFyJ88KY9nOVcbrP0bVD7N8T4&e=>
Genealogist - Heartland Genealogy<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__sites.google.com_site_heartlandgenealogy_&d=DwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F
35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJ-Hp7QG3czg&m=sp8C0SOp2DUhAjWqvYK4Rg5IwzYwxgO8YMXNuv661g&s=wkKLj_IslEWnmMvGAU1QXDE8Ys7Wbdfk2T_ZfFXMy4w&e=>
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171117/1d2cb145/
attachment.html>
From misely at charter.net Fri Nov 17 13:56:19 2017
From: misely at charter.net (Megan Isely)
Date: Fri, 17 Nov 2017 12:56:19 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Update from FamilySearch
In-Reply-To:
<CY4PR04MB0216E6DD90E2F88AF94CA0E7BD2E0@CY4PR04MB0216.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<CY4PR04MB0216E6DD90E2F88AF94CA0E7BD2E0@CY4PR04MB0216.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <b5eef0b8-b4f7-a727-ed91-c7bd7b31b9e9@charter.net>
Cherie:
How will this change affect affiliate libraries? Will I have to create a
"staff" Familysearch account for people to use when they are helping
patrons so that we can access records and information for patrons? At my
library the Archives department handles both local history and family
history so not every staff person here has a personal Familysearch
account to use. Nor should anyone have to use their personal account to
help library users, at least in my opinion.
Thank you for any information and insights you might have. I can
certainly call FamilySearch support as well.
Megan in La Crosse, WI
On 11/16/2017 3:26 PM, Cherie Bush wrote:
>
> In case you didn?t see this announcement:
>
> ?
>
> https://media.familysearch.org/familysearch-free-sign-in-offers-greatersubscriber-experiences-and-benefits
>
> ?
>
> *FamilySearch Free Sign-in Offers Greater Subscriber Experiences and
> Benefits*
>
> Beginning December 13, 2017, patrons visiting FamilySearch.org will
> see a prompt to register for a free FamilySearch account?or sign in to
> their existing account to continue enjoying?all the?free?expanded
> benefits?FamilySearch?has to offer.??Since its launch in 1999,
> FamilySearch has added millions of users,
> billions?of?various?historical records, and many fun,?new features
> like Family Tree, Memories, mobile apps, digital books, and dynamic
> help.??In order to accommodate?continued?growth?of these and future
> free services,?FamilySearch must?assure?all its?partners?that?its
> content is?offered in a safe and secure online environment. Patrons
> creating a free account and signing in?fulfills that need.???
>
> Patron sign in will?also?enable FamilySearch to satisfy the ongoing
> need for user authentication. This authentication can deliver rich,

> personalized discovery, collaboration, and help experiences. Simply
> put, signed-in visitors can access more searchable content and enjoy
> more personalized services.??
>
> ?A large percentage of our current site visitors are not benefiting
> from much of what FamilySearch has to offer because they don?t realize
> the need to simply sign in with their free account to do so,? said
> Steve Rockwood, FamilySearch CEO. ?They are basically arriving in the
> parking lot but not coming inside for the main event,? he
> said?about?website visitors?who do not sign in.?
>
> FamilySearch?is committed to patron privacy and?does not share
> personal account information with any third party without?a
> patron?s?consent.??
>
> See?Registering to?use FamilySearch.org
> <https://www.familysearch.org/ask/salesforce/viewArticle?urlname=How-to-registerfor-a-FamilySearch-Account-or-LDS-Account-1381813676484&lang=en>?for
> information?about?creating a free account.??
>
> *_ADDITIONAL INFORMATION_*
>
> *1. Do I have to pay for a FamilySearch account??*?
>
> No. Your FamilySearch account is, and always will be, free.??
>
> *2. How do I create a free FamilySearch account???*
>
> See?Registering to use FamilySearch.org
> <https://familysearch.org/ask/productSupport>.?The only
> information?you?will need is your first and last name, a
> username,?a?password, and?an?email or mobile phone number.??
>
> *3. What if I?have?forgotten?my username or password??*?
>
>
* See?Recovering a forgotten username for signing in to
>
FamilySearch.org <https://www.familysearch.org/recover/password>.?
>
* See?Recovering a forgotten password for signing in to
>
FamilySearch.org <https://www.familysearch.org/recover/username>.?
>
> *4. Will you sell my information???*
>
> FamilySearch does not share your personal account information with any
> third party without your consent.??
>
> *5. How will my experience be enhanced???*
>
> FamilySearch offers many services and experiences that are free
> but?that?require you?to?sign in as a subscriber to fully?use. In
> addition to historical?records and Family Tree access, signed-in
> subscribers receive personalized experiences, notifications, and other
> features (see above).??
>
> *6. Why do users need to log?in to perform searches or?to?create a
> family tree???*
>
> FamilySearch wants to provide?you?more?access to?records?and a?rich,
> personalized experience?with?more?successful discoveries.?By signing
> in, you?allow?the FamilySearch system to?customize

> and?deliver?its?best services to you.??
>
> *7. How will my contact information be used???*
>
>
* Your information is used in the FamilySearch system to facilitate
>
collaboration between users (you control?how much information is
>
shared).??
>
>
* The Family Tree and?Memories features display your username and
>
any other contact information you approve when using select
>
features.??
>
* Your?information?allows you to send in-system messages to other
>
users without revealing your personal identity or email?address.??
>
* FamilySearch will send you?email and newsletters?to keep you
>
informed. You can specify how much email, if any, you receive.??
>
* Your?contact information?is accessed when?you contact?the?support
>
group?for help.??
>
> *8. Is there anything I can do without signing in?*??
>
> Absolutely. There?are?still a number of things you can do on
> FamilySearch without signing in. You can search the?catalog
> <https://www.familysearch.org/catalog/search>,?digitized?books
> <https://books.familysearch.org/>,?genealogies
> <https://www.familysearch.org/family-trees>,?the?Wiki
> <https://www.familysearch.org/wiki/en/Main_Page>,?and
> the?learning?center
> <https://www.familysearch.org/ask/landing?search=Getting
%20Started&show=lessons&message=true>.?You
> can also view?user-contributed photos and stories
> <https://www.familysearch.org/photos/find>.??
>
> ?
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171117/
aaba993c/attachment.html>
From laurawilliamscarter at gmail.com Fri Nov 17 15:40:24 2017
From: laurawilliamscarter at gmail.com (Laura Carter)
Date: Fri, 17 Nov 2017 15:40:24 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Affiliate Library Status
In-Reply-To:
<CY4PR04MB0216546764211DE9D4A0DEC3BD2F0@CY4PR04MB0216.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CADaktm0C2yqayvvZT1V+OxPXjzOPewtwoVKeQRm8XOz5X48UtA@mail.gmail.com>
<CY4PR04MB0216546764211DE9D4A0DEC3BD2F0@CY4PR04MB0216.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAOG+fb0uZgK6EzWjTCYX3h+u170PThHsFE3HfLgrLsTk8_pB4Q@mail.gmail.com>
Will existing libraries remain or have to start the process again?

Thanks,
Laura
On Fri, Nov 17, 2017 at 9:08 AM, Cherie Bush <BushCD at familysearch.org>
wrote:
> FamilySearch is updating the affiliate library contract so we currently
> don?t have anything. First quarter of 2018 I hope to announce that we are
> accepting new libraries and will send out contracts. Hope that helps.
>
>
>
> Cherie
>
>
>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
> mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Marcia Philbrick
> *Sent:* Thursday, November 16, 2017 8:17 PM
> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> *Subject:* [Genealib] Affiliate Library Status
>
>
>
> Can someone point me to the requirements for a public library to become an
> Affiliate library?
>
>
>
> Thank you
>
>
>
> ->
> Marcia Philbrick
>
> Visual Worship Leader - Seneca United Methodist Church
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__www.facebook.com_SenecaUnitedMethodist_-3Ffref3Dts&d=DwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=sp8C0SOp2DUhAjWqvYK4Rg5IwzYwxgO8YMXNuv661g&s=Lfam8EjRQW0stAl5XjiFyJ88KY9nOVcbrP0bVD7N8T4&e=>
>
> Genealogist - Heartland Genealogy
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__sites.google.com_site_heartlandgenealogy_&d=DwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F
35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJ-Hp7QG3czg&m=sp8C0SOp2DUhAjWqvYK4Rg5IwzYwxgO8YMXNuv661g&s=wkKLj_IslEWnmMvGAU1QXDE8Ys7Wbdfk2T_ZfFXMy4w&e=>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

--

Laura W. Carter
3710 Barnett Shoals Road
Athens, GA 30605
706-369-9420
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171117/
a76154e1/attachment.html>
From BushCD at familysearch.org Fri Nov 17 22:38:36 2017
From: BushCD at familysearch.org (Cherie Bush)
Date: Sat, 18 Nov 2017 03:38:36 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Affiliate Library Status
In-Reply-To: <CAOG+fb0uZgK6EzWjTCYX3h+u170PThHsFE3HfLgrLsTk8_pB4Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CADaktm0C2yqayvvZT1V+OxPXjzOPewtwoVKeQRm8XOz5X48UtA@mail.gmail.com>
<CY4PR04MB0216546764211DE9D4A0DEC3BD2F0@CY4PR04MB0216.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>
<CAOG+fb0uZgK6EzWjTCYX3h+u170PThHsFE3HfLgrLsTk8_pB4Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<CY4PR04MB021645CBA689C46906696847BD2C0@CY4PR04MB0216.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>
Existing libraries are fine and do not need to do anything. It is all on our end.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Laura Carter
Sent: Friday, November 17, 2017 1:40 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Affiliate Library Status
Will existing libraries remain or have to start the process again?
Thanks,
Laura
On Fri, Nov 17, 2017 at 9:08 AM, Cherie Bush <BushCD at
familysearch.org<mailto:BushCD at familysearch.org>> wrote:
FamilySearch is updating the affiliate library contract so we currently don?t have
anything. First quarter of 2018 I hope to announce that we are accepting new
libraries and will send out contracts. Hope that helps.
Cherie
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] On Behalf
Of Marcia Philbrick
Sent: Thursday, November 16, 2017 8:17 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Affiliate Library Status
Can someone point me to the requirements for a public library to become an
Affiliate library?
Thank you
-Marcia Philbrick
Visual Worship Leader - Seneca United Methodist

Church<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__www.facebook.com_SenecaUnitedMethodist_-3Ffref3Dts&d=DwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJHp7QG3czg&m=sp8C0SOp2DUhAjWqvYK4Rg5IwzYwxgO8YMXNuv661g&s=Lfam8EjRQW0stAl5XjiFyJ88KY9nOVcbrP0bVD7N8T4&e=>
Genealogist - Heartland Genealogy<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__sites.google.com_site_heartlandgenealogy_&d=DwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=F
35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJ-Hp7QG3czg&m=sp8C0SOp2DUhAjWqvYK4Rg5IwzYwxgO8YMXNuv661g&s=wkKLj_IslEWnmMvGAU1QXDE8Ys7Wbdfk2T_ZfFXMy4w&e=>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=DwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVE
qQ&r=F35Tx3FYqRnGLXvsP9_WQPxN5VOp2E-iJ-Hp7QG3czg&m=AZs_lCnrnq_tSJHc73t9KcfpnxTr4xUl0f7Uqo5nWs&s=O_TG8PkodSp6AA3s56w46hZz-r9CZ3NrODrGLYtniZA&e=>

-Laura W. Carter
3710 Barnett Shoals Road
Athens, GA 30605
706-369-9420
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171118/
fe4ae3cb/attachment.html>
From rfreundt at bataviapubliclibrary.org Sat Nov 18 10:48:58 2017
From: rfreundt at bataviapubliclibrary.org (Roseanne Freundt)
Date: Sat, 18 Nov 2017 15:48:58 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Update from FamilySearch
In-Reply-To: <b5eef0b8-b4f7-a727-ed91-c7bd7b31b9e9@charter.net>
References:
<CY4PR04MB0216E6DD90E2F88AF94CA0E7BD2E0@CY4PR04MB0216.namprd04.prod.outlook.com>,
<b5eef0b8-b4f7-a727-ed91-c7bd7b31b9e9@charter.net>
Message-ID:
<DM5PR17MB151301F71A53C81138D645A0B02C0@DM5PR17MB1513.namprd17.prod.outlook.com>
At our library I'm finding so far that there is no need to create a separate
account for the library to use in order to assist patrons. If the patrons are
coming in to the library to view images that they can't view at home they already
have a free FamilySearch account.
I've recommended creating free accounts to several patrons who I've helped one on
one and they did not have a problem with it. We even teach a class on FamilySearch
where everyone creates an account before we begin the class and there have been no
objections.
Roseanne Freundt
Reference Librarian

Batavia Public Library
10 S. Batavia Avenue
Batavia, IL

60510

Phone: 630-879-1393
rfreundt at bataviapubliclibrary.org
www.bataviapubliclibrary.org
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Megan Isely <misely at charter.net>
Sent: Friday, November 17, 2017 12:56 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Update from FamilySearch
Cherie:
How will this change affect affiliate libraries? Will I have to create a "staff"
Familysearch account for people to use when they are helping patrons so that we can
access records and information for patrons? At my library the Archives department
handles both local history and family history so not every staff person here has a
personal Familysearch account to use. Nor should anyone have to use their personal
account to help library users, at least in my opinion.
Thank you for any information and insights you might have. I can certainly call
FamilySearch support as well.
Megan in La Crosse, WI
On 11/16/2017 3:26 PM, Cherie Bush wrote:
In case you didn?t see this announcement:

https://media.familysearch.org/familysearch-free-sign-in-offers-greater-subscriberexperiences-and-benefits
[https://content.presspage.com/uploads/1803/news.jpg?10000]<https://
media.familysearch.org/familysearch-free-sign-in-offers-greater-subscriberexperiences-and-benefits>
FamilySearch Free Sign-in Offers Greater Subscriber Experiences and
Benefits<https://media.familysearch.org/familysearch-free-sign-in-offers-greatersubscriber-experiences-and-benefits>
media.familysearch.org
Beginning December 13, 2017, FamilySearch patrons will want to sign-in for greater
free experiences and benefits.

FamilySearch Free Sign-in Offers Greater Subscriber Experiences and Benefits

Beginning December 13, 2017, patrons visiting FamilySearch.org will see a prompt to
register for a free FamilySearch account or sign in to their existing account to
continue enjoying all the free expanded benefits FamilySearch has to offer. Since
its launch in 1999, FamilySearch has added millions of users, billions of various
historical records, and many fun, new features like Family Tree, Memories, mobile
apps, digital books, and dynamic help. In order to accommodate continued growth of
these and future free services, FamilySearch must assure all its partners that its
content is offered in a safe and secure online environment. Patrons creating a free
account and signing in fulfills that need.
Patron sign in will also enable FamilySearch to satisfy the ongoing need for user
authentication. This authentication can deliver rich, personalized discovery,
collaboration, and help experiences. Simply put, signed-in visitors can access more
searchable content and enjoy more personalized services.
?A large percentage of our current site visitors are not benefiting from much of
what FamilySearch has to offer because they don?t realize the need to simply sign
in with their free account to do so,? said Steve Rockwood, FamilySearch CEO. ?They
are basically arriving in the parking lot but not coming inside for the main
event,? he said about website visitors who do not sign in.
FamilySearch is committed to patron privacy and does not share personal account
information with any third party without a patron?s consent.
See Registering to use
FamilySearch.org<https://www.familysearch.org/ask/salesforce/viewArticle?
urlname=How-to-register-for-a-FamilySearch-Account-or-LDS-Account1381813676484&lang=en> for information about creating a free account.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
1. Do I have to pay for a FamilySearch account?
No. Your FamilySearch account is, and always will be, free.
2. How do I create a free FamilySearch account?
See Registering to use
FamilySearch.org<https://familysearch.org/ask/productSupport>. The only information
you will need is your first and last name, a username, a password, and an email or
mobile phone number.
3. What if I have forgotten my username or password?
*
See Recovering a forgotten username for signing in to
FamilySearch.org<https://www.familysearch.org/recover/password>.
*
See Recovering a forgotten password for signing in to
FamilySearch.org<https://www.familysearch.org/recover/username>.
4. Will you sell my information?
FamilySearch does not share your personal account information with any third party
without your consent.
5. How will my experience be enhanced?
FamilySearch offers many services and experiences that are free but that require
you to sign in as a subscriber to fully use. In addition to historical records and

Family Tree access, signed-in subscribers receive personalized experiences,
notifications, and other features (see above).
6. Why do users need to log in to perform searches or to create a family tree?
FamilySearch wants to provide you more access to records and a rich, personalized
experience with more successful discoveries. By signing in, you allow the
FamilySearch system to customize and deliver its best services to you.
7. How will my contact information be used?
*
Your information is used in the FamilySearch system to facilitate
collaboration between users (you control how much information is shared).
*
The Family Tree and Memories features display your username and any other
contact information you approve when using select features.
*
Your information allows you to send in-system messages to other users without
revealing your personal identity or email address.
*
FamilySearch will send you email and newsletters to keep you informed. You
can specify how much email, if any, you receive.
*
Your contact information is accessed when you contact the support group for
help.
8. Is there anything I can do without signing in?
Absolutely. There are still a number of things you can do on FamilySearch without
signing in. You can search the
catalog<https://www.familysearch.org/catalog/search>, digitized
books<https://books.familysearch.org/>,
genealogies<https://www.familysearch.org/family-trees>, the
Wiki<https://www.familysearch.org/wiki/en/Main_Page>, and the learning
center<https://www.familysearch.org/ask/landing?search=Getting
%20Started&show=lessons&message=true>. You can also view user-contributed photos
and stories<https://www.familysearch.org/photos/find>.

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171118/
e1e6dd8c/attachment-0001.html>
From kmccallum at aapld.org Sat Nov 18 15:45:37 2017
From: kmccallum at aapld.org (Kristen McCallum)
Date: Sat, 18 Nov 2017 14:45:37 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Changes to Availability of Brooklyn Death Records for
Affiliate Libraries?
Message-ID: <CAJv_p_Uatfa6NPVcKh1F=5kczAbPdJ4jnMOGWkM7PuXe0NgDcQ@mail.gmail.com>
Hello all,
A patron reported to me today that we have apparently lost access to Brooklyn

death records, 1898-1916 via FamilySearch. We are an Affiliate Library and
still have access to other restricted records, but this one seems to now
require you to be a Family History Center (not an Affiliate). I know that
there are some records we do not have access to, but I'm curious if anyone
knows the back story on what happened with this particular record set? Our
patron claims they were accessible two weeks ago.
[image: Inline image 3]
Thanks in advance for any insight you might be willing to share.
Kristen McCallum
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
-Please Note: Pursuant to Illinois State Law, E-mail communications to and
from this address may be subject to public disclosure.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171118/6acb5336/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image.png
Type: image/png
Size: 71672 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171118/6acb5336/
attachment.png>
From l.kuntzman at sjcpl.org Mon Nov 20 15:07:25 2017
From: l.kuntzman at sjcpl.org (Lauren Kuntzman)
Date: Mon, 20 Nov 2017 15:07:25 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Changes to Availability of Brooklyn Death Records
for Affiliate Libraries?
Message-ID: <CADK_Re2Z1x+ePdemMTnvY_hbhWimXmsSWJi6n1hg5dkPD-XUkQ@mail.gmail.com>
Dear Kristen,
While I am unsure about the accessibility changes to the particular
Brooklyn collection you mentioned, earlier this year some of my colleagues
noticed a change in accessibility in a collection of Ohio records. Someone
inquired with FamilySearch; the response they received indicated that
collections undergo an annual review, during which time the records
custodians can renegotiate the requirements or restrictions on access to
the images. Some collections are even made inaccessible temporarily while
the review process is underway.
At the time when the Ohio collection I was interested in was inaccessible
(which, keep in mind, this was back when the microfilm program was still an
option, so a lot has changed in the past few months), FamilySearch
suggested checking back on the collection in a few weeks, to see if the
images returned to the site. They also recommended viewing this short
FamilySearch video, which explains some of the decisions about access we're
seeing:
http://link.brightcove.com/services/player/bcpid1535624901001?
bckey=AQ~~,AAAAsMO7iuE~,0a6boL_aMzQgoEJ3wzvtylILvDOCfrMr&bctid=1538962288001

Note: this is just my best guess for what might be happening with these
Brooklyn records. Hope this info helps.
Best,
Lauren
-Lauren E. Kuntzman
Local & Family History Services
St. Joseph County Public Library
304 South Main Street
South Bend, IN 46601
Department Phone: 574-282-4621
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171120/56966da2/
attachment.html>
From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Mon Nov 20 16:20:11 2017
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Mon, 20 Nov 2017 21:20:11 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] DNA testing
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F17C39E53@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
I finally have my brother interested in getting his DNA tested for genealogy
purposes and his wife asks: What good is that for? Why should he do it? Etc.
Please help me know what to respond.
We are only able to go back on that line of our family to our 2G grandparents. I
really was hoping we could find out more info or even an unknown cousin who might
know more. So I am really anxious for him to do it.
Thanks.
Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
Martinsville, IN
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20171120/
faf9ebf8/attachment.html>
From chayes at jeffcolib.org Mon Nov 20 16:57:25 2017
From: chayes at jeffcolib.org (Cindy Hayes)
Date: Mon, 20 Nov 2017 15:57:25 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] DNA testing
In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F17C39E53@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F17C39E53@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID: <CABtB9wzBfDR0zgspKnwtueydSKfEvxFiSLH4weG9zRHMXXg-NA@mail.gmail.com>
For me personally, I have met some long lost cousins that I communicate
with via social media. I set up a family Facebook page where we can all
share family photos.

I suppose some may use it to document family health traits/issues?
Cindy
On Mon, Nov 20, 2017 at 3:20 PM, Janice Kistler <
jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I finally have my brother interested in getting his DNA tested for
genealogy purposes and his wife asks: What good is that for? Why should
he do it? Etc.
Please help me know what to respond.

We are only able to go back on that line of our family to our 2G
grandparents. I really was hoping we could find out more info or even an
unknown cousin who might know more. So I am really anxious for him to do
it.

Thanks.

Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
Martinsville, IN
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Cindy Hayes
Manager
Jefferson County Library, Northwest Branch
5680 State Road PP
High Ridge, MO 63049
636-677-8186
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From EHayes at lclsonline.org Mon Nov 20 17:09:51 2017
From: EHayes at lclsonline.org (Elaine Hayes)
Date: Mon, 20 Nov 2017 22:09:51 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] DNA testing

In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F17C39E53@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F17C39E53@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID: <F50885AD31B07F42BC09401EECA4C10C625E0E61@LCLExch2010.lcls.local>
Janice,
The cousin connections are the most valuable part of having your DNA tested
(genealogically speaking). I?ve taken my family back 5 or 6 generations farther in
Europe on various lines because of genealogy cousins sharing information with me
and that?s just distant cousins. Close cousins can help adoptees figure out there
birth parents, etc. I tell her that first. Also if you do a test that looks at
genetic health information that will help with medical decision making, risks to
inform your kids and grandkids about, etc.
It also confirms your traditional research, when you have matches on that line you
can be pretty confident that you found the right people in the first place. If you
get some surprising results you may need to double check your research on that
line.
With your brother you have the added benefit of being a part of a Y chromosome
surname study if you want to do that.
You can also reassure them that their private information is protected. I think
that this seems to be the biggest stumbling block for some people.
I would also show your sister?in-law all the bells and whistles of your DNA results
and emphasize how much more information you?d get with a second sibling in the mix
since you only share 50% of the same genetic material you?ll get 50% new
information/distant matches. Unless you think this is more information than she
wants to know.
Good luck,
Elaine Hayes
Elaine Jones Hayes
Assistant Manager Reference Services / Special Collection Librarian
Laramie County Library System
2200 Pioneer Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming
82001
ehayes at lclsonline.org<mailto:ehayes at lclsonline.org>
307-773-7232

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Janice Kistler
Sent: Monday, November 20, 2017 2:20 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] DNA testing
I finally have my brother interested in getting his DNA tested for genealogy
purposes and his wife asks: What good is that for? Why should he do it? Etc.
Please help me know what to respond.
We are only able to go back on that line of our family to our 2G grandparents. I
really was hoping we could find out more info or even an unknown cousin who might

know more.

So I am really anxious for him to do it.

Thanks.
Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
Martinsville, IN
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Carl.Smith at countylibrary.org Mon Nov 20 17:09:54 2017
From: Carl.Smith at countylibrary.org (Smith, Carl)
Date: Mon, 20 Nov 2017 22:09:54 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] DNA testing
In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F17C39E53@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F17C39E53@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID:
<MWHPR0901MB2188CECD35DA645D9501CE3192220@MWHPR0901MB2188.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
Janice,
I?d tell the sister-in-law that your brother?s DNA is one of a kind. Nobody else
has his exact combination, even all his cousins and siblings. By having him test
his DNA he can contribute a unique snapshot of his family?s genetic history. He
might be the only one who inherited the bits of DNA needed to solve that problem on
pushing your lines back past the 2nd great grandparents.
The more people you can get to test, the clearer genetic picture you get for your
family.
Carl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
Montgomery County Memorial Library System
Connect with Montgomery County Memorial Library System:
[facebook]<http://www.facebook.com/mcmlsTX>
[twitter] <http://twitter.com/mcmls>
[pinterest] <http://www.pinterest.com/mcmlstx/>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Janice Kistler
Sent: Monday, November 20, 2017 3:20 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] DNA testing
I finally have my brother interested in getting his DNA tested for genealogy
purposes and his wife asks: What good is that for? Why should he do it? Etc.
Please help me know what to respond.
We are only able to go back on that line of our family to our 2G grandparents. I
really was hoping we could find out more info or even an unknown cousin who might
know more. So I am really anxious for him to do it.
Thanks.

Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
Martinsville, IN
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From nancy.gaynor at comcast.net Tue Nov 21 23:01:52 2017
From: nancy.gaynor at comcast.net (Nancy Gaynor)
Date: Tue, 21 Nov 2017 22:01:52 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] DNA testing
Message-ID: <031401d36346$a17b0190$e47104b0$@comcast.net>
Janice-

Have YOU tested yet? One way to get your sister-in-law AND your brother
interested could be to show them what YOUR results look like and give them
an idea what his will look like. Point out that your results will be
different and can help fill in gaps from your matches. And therefore give
you more connections to ancestors.

I tested at Ancestry and got my 2 sisters to test. (My brother I had test
at ftDNA for the Y testing options) I have 834 matches, my oldest sister
901 and next oldest sister 921. It has been interesting to see how

different our "Ethnicity Estimates" are too. (The sister with 921 matches
wondered why she should test if the other 2 of us did. She now SEES why in
simply the difference in matches and ethnicity mix.)

Maybe showing her things will pique her interest.

Nancy L. Gaynor

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From homanj at cclsys.org Wed Nov 22 08:28:59 2017
From: homanj at cclsys.org (Homan, Joyce)
Date: Wed, 22 Nov 2017 08:28:59 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] DNA testing
In-Reply-To: <031401d36346$a17b0190$e47104b0$@comcast.net>
References: <031401d36346$a17b0190$e47104b0$@comcast.net>
Message-ID:
<D2BE78EB73B695498E8585BCFF18F29B034CD038595B@anakin.int.cclib.lib.pa.us>
This is a good point--I have had family members that were reluctant, but once they
saw what several of us could do with our matches, they got interested and decided
to test.
________________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy Gaynor [nancy.gaynor at comcast.net]
Sent: Tuesday, November 21, 2017 11:01 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] DNA testing
JaniceHave YOU tested yet? One way to get your sister-in-law AND your brother interested
could be to show them what YOUR results look like and give them an idea what his
will look like. Point out that your results will be different and can help fill in
gaps from your matches. And therefore give you more connections to ancestors.
I tested at Ancestry and got my 2 sisters to test. (My brother I had test at ftDNA
for the Y testing options) I have 834 matches, my oldest sister 901 and next
oldest sister 921. It has been interesting to see how different our ?Ethnicity
Estimates? are too. (The sister with 921 matches wondered why she should test if
the other 2 of us did. She now SEES why in simply the difference in matches and
ethnicity mix.)
Maybe showing her things will pique her interest.
Nancy L. Gaynor

From BHill at rbhayes.org Wed Nov 22 09:40:17 2017
From: BHill at rbhayes.org (Becky Hill)
Date: Wed, 22 Nov 2017 14:40:17 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Changes to Availability of Brooklyn Death
Records
for Affiliate Libraries?
In-Reply-To: <CADK_Re2Z1x+ePdemMTnvY_hbhWimXmsSWJi6n1hg5dkPD-XUkQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CADK_Re2Z1x+ePdemMTnvY_hbhWimXmsSWJi6n1hg5dkPD-XUkQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <38acbeec5ac04b7ca8d553be202a80b0@MBX082-W2-CO-2.EXCH082.SERVERPOD.NET>
We, too, were affected by the loss of an important Ohio Death Certification
collection, but it was a temporary one and it returned within a few days so Lauren?
s response makes sense. My advice ? keep trying every few days.
Users have always needed to log in to get the actual image from this collection and
this has not changed.
Thanks, Lauren, for the link below. I have passed it on to my staff so they are
clear about the familysearch policies about collections.
Becky Hill
Rebecca B. Hill
Head Librarian
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Library & Museums
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420
419.332.2081 ext. 231<tel:419.332.2081%20ext.%20231>
bhill at rbhayes.org<mailto:bhill at rbhayes.org>
www.rbhayes.org<http://www.rbhayes.org/>
Rutherford B. Hayes Library is open Monday - Saturdays, 9 to 5
(Closed Mondays January, February, March)
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lauren Kuntzman
Sent: Monday, November 20, 2017 3:07 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Changes to Availability of Brooklyn Death Records for
Affiliate Libraries?
Dear Kristen,
While I am unsure about the accessibility changes to the particular Brooklyn
collection you mentioned, earlier this year some of my colleagues noticed a change
in accessibility in a collection of Ohio records. Someone inquired with
FamilySearch; the response they received indicated that collections undergo an
annual review, during which time the records custodians can renegotiate the
requirements or restrictions on access to the images. Some collections are even
made inaccessible temporarily while the review process is underway.
At the time when the Ohio collection I was interested in was inaccessible (which,
keep in mind, this was back when the microfilm program was still an option, so a
lot has changed in the past few months), FamilySearch suggested checking back on
the collection in a few weeks, to see if the images returned to the site. They
also recommended viewing this short FamilySearch video, which explains some of the
decisions about access we're seeing:
http://link.brightcove.com/services/player/bcpid1535624901001?
bckey=AQ~~,AAAAsMO7iuE~,0a6boL_aMzQgoEJ3wzvtylILvDOCfrMr&bctid=1538962288001
Note: this is just my best guess for what might be happening with these Brooklyn

records.

Hope this info helps.

Best,
Lauren
-Lauren E. Kuntzman
Local & Family History Services
St. Joseph County Public Library
304 South Main Street
South Bend, IN 46601
Department Phone: 574-282-4621
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From jgaronzi at genealogical.com Mon Nov 27 16:00:08 2017
From: jgaronzi at genealogical.com (Joe Garonzik)
Date: Mon, 27 Nov 2017 16:00:08 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] NEW 4TH EDITION The Researcher's Guide to American
Genealogy, by Val D. Greenwood
Message-ID: <!&!
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAAAAAAAPrVkWOlGvRNhwz+lhdWfYnCgAAAEAAAAMnHSHry2ANAj36MKy8sm1oBAAAAAA=
=@genealogical.com>
The Researcher's Guide to American Genealogy 4th Edition, by Val D.
Greenwood
When it was originally published in 1973, The Researcher's Guide to American
Genealogy, by Val Greenwood, revolutionized its field. It was the first true
textbook ever published about American genealogy. Combining how-to guidance,
case study examples, and an extremely detailed discussion of genealogical
records, The Researcher's Guide was both an instant success and the go-to
source for its users during each stage of their research. Following the
publication of Alex Haley's Roots and the TV miniseries that book spawned,
sales of Mr. Greenwood's book soared, assuring its reputation as the best
book in American genealogy ever published. Between 1973 and 2000, two
additional editions of The Researcher's Guide were released, primarily in
response to the use of the personal computer for compiling, organizing, and
publishing genealogical information. By 2000, the early stages of
digitizing genealogy data, mostly on CD-ROM , were also in evidence.
Since the publication of the 3rd Edition of The Researcher's Guide in 2000,
the genealogy landscape has changed dramatically. Almost everyone now uses a
computer for research. Thanks to the Internet, with a click of the mouse,
genealogists have access to more data they could ever dream of studying;
data they would have had to travel far and wide to come by in the past. Much
of this information is free, or moderately priced through commercial
subscription services. To cite one crucial example, the entire U.S. federal
census, from 1790 through 1940, is available online and completely indexed,
from several providers. DNA has also become an important tool in genealogy
in recent years. Whether or not they know where their immigrant ancestors
came from, with a simple swab of the cheek, Americans can discover their
ethnic origins in just a matter of weeks. This technology can help fill gaps
in the family tree by, among other things, putting one in touch with others

possessing a similar genetic make-up.
The 4th Edition of The Researcher's Guide to American Genealogy both
embraces the changes of the last seventeen years and yet transcends them.
Mr. Greenwood has re-written every chapter and added two chapters about
technology as it relates to family history research--one dealing with
significant concepts and definitions and the other with specific resources
and applications, including major family history websites and Internet
resources. In addition, virtually every chapter provides information on
Internet websites pertinent to the subject discussed in that chapter.
Greenwood covers all the major changes in the field, including DNA research.
The final result is a 4th Edition that is 25% longer than its predecessor.
Given the unprecedented amount of information on the Internet, today's
researcher is able to reach beyond the vital statistics to a new world of
understanding, both of his ancestors and of himself. Accordingly the author
shows the reader how to build a family history about actual people, not just
names and dates, from the myriad available sources. Mr. Greenwood also
recognizes that not all sources researchers are seeking can be found online
today-some never will be-that much information on the web is faulty or
unsourced, and that researchers invariably enter dead ends or hit brick
walls. Good instructional guidance, consequently, is critical to the success
of family history research, and this is where The Researcher's Guide is
unsurpassed. It is both a textbook and an all-purpose reference book,
designed to help the present generation of family history researchers better
understand the methods and principles of family history research, and learn
how to utilize all available resources. In short, this new 4th edition
provides a clear, comprehensive, and up-to-date account of American
genealogy-no sound genealogical project is complete without it.
xvi, 778 pp., illus., indexed, paper. Nov. 2017.

ISBN 9780806320663. $49.95

"Recommended as the most comprehensive how-to book on American genealogical
and local history research."-Library Journal
Please note: Librarians wishing to purchase multiple copies of this new
edition should consult Joe Garonzik, Marketing Director, Genealogical
Publishing Company at 410-837-8271, ext. 215, or via e-mail at
jgaronzi at genealogical.com
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From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Mon Nov 27 20:54:20 2017
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Mon, 27 Nov 2017 20:54:20 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room books to trade
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu95dJ6fCti=+-=NG0O7BfL4LWsXqQ-798ECSru_JO-ssA@mail.gmail.com>
Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more books to trade.
Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and
Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov . Be sure to include your mailing
address in your email so that we can make your mailing label. There's an
Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope everyone will be able
to open it.
Apologies for sending attachments, but the county won't allow
us to use file sharing services.

If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to
Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030
Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
will email you to tell you that the box has been sent to our mail room, and
she'll include a list of which titles are in the box.
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
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